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OUR REVIEW

u KRIMI TOTAL

DIE ZWEIFELHAFTE WELT DER MÄRCHEN

KRIMI TOTAL
SEVEN AT ONE FELL SWOOP!

“…and if they did not die they are alive and
well today“ – thus end most fairy tales that
we know, but what does really happen after
all’s well that ends well?
Once upon a time there was a Fairy Tale
Prince who invited everybody to a sumptuous party at his castle. All attended the
celebration and had a good time, but the
party came to a sudden end because Snow
White found the Seven Dwarves dead in
their house. So it came to be that the Prince
assembled all important and suspect Fairy
Tale Characters because something like this
was not be tolerated in the Fairy Tale Forest.
The suspects, as there are:
Snow White:
The beautiful daughter of the king has
been living at the Dwarves‘ house for some
time and likes it very well there. So far, she
has accepted none of the Fairy Tale Prince’s
Proposal because she does not want to be
cooped up in the castle. But is everything
really as perfect with Snow White as we are
meant to believe?
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Little Red Riding Hood:
Our cool Little Red Riding Hood has grown
up by now and still very often goes to visit
hear grandmother who lives in the forest.
She is a very good and very beautiful girl.
But there is still the question why she is suspected if she is such a good girl? Does our
cool girl harbor a secret?
Witch:
The Witch, deep in the Fairy Tale Forest, has
turned her Gingerbread Cottage into a popular destinations for daytrips and is always
very businesslike. There are rumors that the
Old Witch wants to expand her business.
Hansel & Gretel:
Hansel is a Bon Vivant and loves to laze
about. Fortunately, there is his sister, who
is working hard in the employment of the
Witch and brings him something to eat
from time to time. But is she really the only
one to take care of him?
Evil Stepmother:
The Evil Stepmother still wants to be the
most beautiful in all the land and is ready

to use every means to achieve this, but are
those means only the witch’s concoctions?
Brave Little Tailor:
The tailor of the Village is known for a brave
hero who travels abroad a lot to acquire
new materials and to visit is Half Kingdom.
Tailoring is his big passion, he likes to see
people who are well-dressed! But aren’t
looks often only deceit and deception?
Fairy Tale Prince:
Finally, our Prince Charming is included in
the group of suspects, too, he is responsible
for all the real estate in Fairy Land. But what
could his motive be?
Frau Holle:
She is the Good Spirit of the Fairy Forest and
definitely not one of the suspects; she was
invited to shed some light on events.
So, this group of suspects among the residents of the Fairy Forest met one fine evening to determine the culprit among themKati Knoll
A fantastic game idea, this individual case is especially well
suited for an introductory evening into the genre of Crime
Dinner Games, there are lots of interesting cases to solve,
from Vampires and Mafia to Medieval settings.

selves; Frau Holle was unable to attend the
meeting because she was busy with her
own line of investigations, but she kept the
meeting informed and kept sending police

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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And if Fairy Tales are not really up your garden path you can choose one of the other
topics, but regardless of the case you want
to solve, it will be an unforgettable evening.
All the same, I believe the “Doubtful World
of Fairytales” to be a good introduction into
the genre, because whoever does not know
Snow White & Co?
Oh, and a few hints for a successful evening – one player needs to be responsible
for directing the play, prepare the case, distribute the roles and hand out the information; each character receives his own set of
instructions and hints and tips for how to
act; all characters with the exceptions of
the culprit must tell the truth and hand out
information on other characters which is
available to them.
Should you want to play the same case a
second time, take on the role of the police
character for the case, you will have fun
again and can keep an eye on the flow of information and – if necessary – provide them
in the guise of a police investigation report.
There are no limits to your imagination ….
… And if they did not die, they might be still
alive and well … 
Kati.Knoll@spielen.at

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Jörg Meissner
Artist: Die Märchenwaldbewohner
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: KRIMI total 2005
www.krimitotal.de

8-9
AGE:

16+
TIME:

240+

EVALUATION
Detective, deduction, communication
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:

Very attractive setting * Good variety
of characters * A lot depends on the
players
Compares to:

All other editions of Krimi total and
other Crime Dinner games
Other editions:
Currently none

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

protocols in regular intervals.
The event had a cozy start, Witch and Gretel
had provided something to eat, the served
Caprese, and Little Red Riding Hood had
brought along a few bottles of her special
brew.
But it didn’t stay cozy for long, because
Snow White and the Evil Stepmother quite
soon began a heated discussion on the
grounds of their old differences; The Fairy
Tale Prince took up the cudgels in defense
of Snow White and this really got the insinuations and suspicions going …
Eventually they arrived at old school rivalries between Little Red Riding Hood and
Gretel; the pair of them also had been step
children of the Evil Stepmother, which unearthed another set of old, old differences.
And then it turned out that employer/employee relations between the Witch and
Gretel weren’t too good, either, as Gretel
always cooked way too much. Why would
that have been?
Brave Little Taylor did not trust anybody
who did not buy his clothes, but hat an
excellent relationship with the Evil Stepmother.
Little Red Riding Hood kept silent almost all
through that meeting, but when she spoke
she crossed swords with Gretel.
This continued through all the evening, accusations and rumors were rife and finally,
after the Witch had served some homemade dessert, two arrests were made.
Who was arrested that evening will remain
a secret forever, and who wants to find out
who was the murderer must play this edition of KRIMI total himself, and maybe there
will be a Hero after all, as in every Fairy Tale.
We had a lot of fun this evening, even if the
wrong people were arrested and therefore
there was no winner of this game. We were
all winners all the same, because fun and
enjoyment in this kind of game were very
high!
To avoid the high number of two wrong
arrests it might be better to print the clues
and information that one has to tell to others from all the personal information given
to the character one impersonates in bold
characters; a few of our Fairy Forest residents were not clear about that as some of
those clues also related to themselves and
one does not have to give out personal information, according to instructions.
Whoever wants to spend an unforgettable
evening with lots of tension, challenges
and laughter and does not mind to deploy
a bit of acting talent (but you need not be
an accomplished actor to have fun) will be
happy with this acquisition. Even more fun
will be had by all if all characters come in appropriate gear – but, again, no professional
masquerade is necessary, just get creative
yourself!

OUR REVIEW

40 Lines for Meeples

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief
Very often it’s the unexpected event changing life! In our organization of Stiftung Spielen in Österreich, and therefore also in the
editorial office of WIN everything is based
on voluntary work and each friend has assigned his „job“.
An unexpected illness of my husband, who
manages the final editing and desktop publishing of each edition, has shown us the
limits for voluntary work. We are not a commercial enterprise where gaps can be filled
quickly with new people. Voluntary work follows its own laws.
So we kindly ask for your sympathy and patience, when the issues of our WIN are currently behind schedule; we will try our best
to catch up as soon as we can.
Soon it will be October, so we will be in Essen with a booth again and you will find two
new games there, which are available for a
donation:
SISSI - Die Bohnenkaiserin by Uwe Rosenberg and HÄNDLER DER KARIBIK by Alex
Pfister, winning game of the Austrian Game
Designer Competition.
Where you can play with us, you see on
http://www.spieleclub.at! Just stop by!
Games can be checked in our games data
base LUDORIUM: http://www.ludorium.at.
WIN The Games Journal is available now also
as an eBook and as Kindle in German and
English and so can be even more easily read
then a PDF on the respective modern devices.
When you like our WIN, please become a subscriber! We have a PayPal account, so the payment of € 6,00 for an annual subscription can
be made easily and safely, see also
http://www.gamesjournal.at
Our Games Companion GAME BY GAME 2013
is available from SPIELBOX-SHOP.
Info: http://www.gamescompanion.at 
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OUR REVIEW

u LE HAVRE: DER BINNENHAFEN

HARBOR CHESS

LE HAVRE: DER BINNENHAFEN
LE HAVRE FOR TWO

Le Havre: Der Binnenhafen is a game for
two players, based on the board game of
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Le Havre published in 2008, a game that
is a favorite among gamers and highly

praised by critics, in analogy to the two
player version for Agricola, called Agricola:
Die Bauern und das Liebe Vieh, which was
published last year.
The topic – developing a harbor borough
– has been kept, but transformed into
creation of an Inland Port. The persons responsible for the creation of the game are
the same, too: Uwe Rosenberg as designer
and Klemens Franz as artist, with Lookout

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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LE HAVRE: DER BINNENHAFEN / GABIS t

Markus Wawra
I’m not really a fan of classic two-player games and so Le
Havre: Der Binnenhafen had a problem to get at me. But as
a fan of the original Le Havre I can recognize the familiar
feeling and so I had fun, too, with this downgraded
versions. But I did never have problems with the duration
and high complexity of Le Havre and so, in the end, I will
stick to the original.

as possible?
The multitude of different buildings with
their multiple combination possibilities?
The permanent supply problems which
one needs to solve as efficiently as possible?
Well, nearly all of that has been salvaged
for the two-player version!
The basic mechanism is similar. Players do
actions in turn; the starting player has one
additional action and changes every round.
Possible actions are either to build a building or to activate a building.
If you want to build you can choose a
building from a display, which is enlarged
in every round with new buildings according to a given scheme. You pay the necessary costs and place the respective tile
in the case for the current round on your
action wheel. The action wheel is already
familiar from Ora et Labora, which is also
based on Le Havre, and replaces the rather
cumbersome collecting of tiles in Le Have
while providing a very similar mechanism
effect. At the same time the wheel works
as a counter for the game rounds. Each
round the counter is advanced one section.
This makes all buildings in the wheel more
effective.
When a building is activated you move it
onto the case for the current round and
can no longer be activated in this round. If
you pay one Franc you can, as an alternative, activate an opponent’s building. Most
buildings yield resources when activated,
mutate resources or yield victory points. In
addition, each building has monetary value
= victory points. As in Le Havre the board
game this results in different combination
possibilities, albeit not as many of them
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and not as many different possibilities to
acquire victory points.
The only central element that is missing
from Le Havre is supplies. Feeding has been
completely eliminated as regards to length
of play and which is the big advantage of
Le Havre: Der Binnenhafen – the biggest
point for criticism in Le Havre is the long
duration and this has been shortened
effectively and successfully, to at least half
the time it takes to play the board game
with two players. The access to the game
is also noticeably easier due to the less
complex mechanisms.
The drawback that I can see is that there
is no chance or variation. The starting
situation is always the same and only the
choice of action by players results in different game play. In this point Le Havre: Der
Binnenhafen shows similarities to classic
abstract two-player games like chess.
And, in consequence, I can see two target
groups for Le Havre: Der Binnenhafen: On
the one hand fans of classic two-player
games, to whom I can Le Havre: Der Binnenhafen without any doubt. And on
the other hand fans of Le Havre or similar
games who from time to time want to
play a game for two and then appreciate a
somewhat shorter game. 
Markus.Wawra@spielen.at

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2012
www.lookout-spiele.de
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AGE:

10+
TIME:

30+

EVALUATION
Development
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: nein
Comments:

Familiar mechanisms * Well-structured,
simple, easily understood rules *
Beautiful, functional components * Flair
of the original was kept and play was
sensibly tautened
Compares to:

Le Havre, Ora et Labora, Agricola: Die Bauern
und das Liebe Vieh
Other editions:
At Filosofia Edition, Hobby Japan,
HomoLudicus, Uplay.it, Z-Man Games;

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

My rating:

Spiele acting as the publisher, thus making
sure that the usual high quality for rules,
components and design has been kept up.
So, what does one expect from the twoplayer version of a successful board game?
To get to the bottom of this I would like to
pose this question:
What is the allure of Le Havre?
The collecting mechanism, coupled to the
permanent dilemma of “do I take now or
do I wait a bit?”
The permanent rivalry for the best buildings?
The planning over the span of several
rounds to use the last rounds as efficiently

OUR REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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OUR REVIEW

u RIALTO

FELD IN VENICE

RIALTO

WHEN GONDOLAS SCORE POINTS

A very welcome and frequent guest on
our games tables is designer Stefan Feld as
generally his name is a guarantee for original mechanisms and for high-level fun in
games play. And this year he is making quite
a lot of noise: Nearly at the same time Bora
Bora was published by alea and Brügge by
Hans im Glück, and for autumn Amerigo has
been announced for publication by Queen
Games. After Rome, Paris, Hamburg, Stras-
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bourg and Bruges Stefan Feld now takes to
Venice on his tour through European cities.
Should any of you see their life’s work in collecting board games relating to Venice, you
are not to be envied. You could fill quite a
few cupboards with games only using a
board depicting a city map of Venice. The
borders of Venice’s city boroughs, defined
by the canals, are suited exceedingly well
for appearances in game mechanisms, es-

pecially in games on majorities.
Well, yet another game on majorities in Venice does not sound too exciting and original. But as a challenging and speculative
feature you only find out during the game
how many points you can score in each of
the six boroughs if you are in the lead there.
At the start of the game we find Venice quasi “naked” and everything is worth the same,
that is, nothing. Therefore, in each borough
you have room to build between two and
four bridges, each of which can also be used
as an embarkation point for one gondola.
Each bridge raises the value of a borough by
between three and six victory points, a gondola only by one point. In theory, the best
possible score for a borough is 23 victory
points, on average the score is 11 points

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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RIALTO t

Harald Schatzl
„Rialto“ is a felicitous revival of a genre already deemed
to be dead, especially as the designer has very subtly combined several elements, known from earlier games, into a
new game. The efforts as regards to rules is rather low, but
casual players, all the same, will need a bit of assistance
from experienced players for their first game.

involved in all six possible action in a round
I need different cards; but it is better to earn
a bonus which is scored by the player who
plays most identical cards in a round. But of
course, then you must neglect other actions
in this rounds; joker cards as well as setting
up and using certain kinds of buildings allow you a flexible way to play.
Actions are put into effect in a round always
in the same order: First the Doge cards are
implemented – each card allows you to advance on the „Doge track“ which resolves
pretty much all questions of sequence of
play and ties; if you are in front it is your turn
earlier and you receive the bonus or the victory points at the end, too (we are familiar
with a similar track already from “Im Jahr
des Drachen”, “Macao” und “Die Burgen von
Burgund”). So you prefer to be in one of the
front positions on this track, but this will
cost you quite a number of cards and actions during the course of the game. If you
would rather keep out of the rivalry for the
lead on this track and concentrate your efforts on other things you will have the same
chances to win.
After the Doge cards you deal with the Gold
cards and then with the Building = Brick
cards. Brick cards are used to set up building tiles, which – besides one to four victory
points per building – offer additional advantages; each use of those advantages costs a
gold coin, though. Of course it is not very
logical that you pay for a building so that
the building becomes active. More of a flair
would have been provided by persons who
you would first hire with wine, maybe, and
then later pay with gold. Probably the enormous similarity to Brügge, which would
have been the result, did lead to the deci-
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sion for this design element, which is one of
the reasons that access to the game, at least
the first one, is unnecessarily difficult.
The fourth action are the Bridge cards: Each
of those cards yields one victory point (during the game) and as a second bonus you
can build a bridge. This privilege gives you a
special influence on the final scoring: For an
attractive bridge you will choose a borough
in which you hope to achieve the majority
or already have got the majority, a not so
good bridge will rather go into a borough
dominated by other players.
Yet, on the other hand, there is the „threat“
of gondolas which would result in even a
worse score that the worst bridge. Especially
in the first two or three rounds it is not really clear yet in which boroughs you will be
able to dominate so that the placement of
bridges involves a lot of hope and doubts.
The respective bonus that comes with each
of the six different cards is normally easily understood – if you play the most gold
cards you receive one extra gold. But all
the same a summary is mussing: the gondola cards on principle give you additional
markers, but the gondola card bonus lets
you place a marker on the board, which is
an action that you usually implement with
the sixth variety of cards/actions, the Councilman. A summary could have been easily achieved by supplementing the – in the
current shape basically unnecessary player
boards – with a rules summary or some informative graphic symbols.
Furthermore, the gondola bonus is the
only possibility to achieve dominance in a
borough that has already been dealt with
by changing majorities that seemed safe,
albeit for the cost that a gondola enhances
the value of the borough by one victory
point only. Or you are the first to place your
marker into a borough which will be dealt
with in the following rounds: Twice during
the game there is reward of five points for
the player who is first to be represented in
three different boroughs. And those points
are not to be sneered at as the final scores of
all players tend to be very close.
And in other aspects, too, the design of the
came countermands the promise given on
the back of the box for an easily accessed
board game. There are four different graphic representations of victory points and the
victory point track has been given a rather
confusing design. Usually you get over
those „teething troubles“ rather quickly,
after one or two trial games the latest. But
a real obstacle for the smooth flow of the
game can be the choice of cards at the start
of each rounds; contrary to Strasbourg players are not busy with choosing cards simultaneously, but do their choosing one after
the other. This can, especially in a game with

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

four or five players, result in very aggravating down times, when the first player tries
to analyze the up to six rows of cards. Furthermore, some buildings enable you to
exceed the limit for your hand of cards. So
the down time until all players have chosen their row can be enhanced by another
period of waiting until all have drawn their
additional cards and discarded the surplus
ones. Most of this second phase happens
simultaneously, but if you did not invest
in the respective buildings you are again
forced to idle and watch.
The given duration of the game of 60 minutes is rarely feasible due to those facts. And
during a round, too, you cannot simple play
the cards as they come; you need to consider if you use a joker or a certain building
now or if it would be of better use later. This
is no drawback for the flair of the game, but
prolongs the duration again.
For a game of two players the rules state a
version using a fictive third player: For him
you randomly draw seven cards for each
round which results in more competition
for the respective card bonuses as well as
for majorities in the boroughs. This variant
plays very nicely, but demands a somewhat
higher element of administration than the
basic game. 
Harald Schatzl

INFORMATION
Designer: Stefan Feld
Artist: A. Resch, H.-G. Schneider
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2013
www.pegasus-spiele.de

PLAYERS:

2-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Majorities
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en + es pl
In-game text: no
Comments:

The different ways to play are nicely
balanced in the end * Unnecessary
difficult access due to design * Few and
rather down-to-earth components
Compares to:

Majority games with a Venice topic - San
Marco, Doge, Venezia; Strasbourg
Other editions:
Tasty Minstrel Games,
Ludanova, Rebel.pl (planned)

My rating:

for the player in the lead; the player in second place scores half of this, the third one a
quarter, and so on.
Among other things, both the determination of the score yield as well as the placement of markers are governed by cards.
At the start of a round several rows of
cards, each holding six cards, are displayed
openly, players choose one each. Then you
draw two random cards and then choose
from your hand of eight cards seven cards
for the current round. The composition of
your hand – rather different ones or several identical ones – determines the possible actions for the round: If I want to be

OUR REVIEW
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OUR REVIEW

u AUGUSTUS

POWER IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE

AUGUSTUS
SENATORS AND PROVINCES

In this game players embody representatives of Augustus, the first Roman emperor,
and their objective is to uphold the already
existing institutions and establishments in
the provinces of the empire.
To achieve those goals players must try to
win senators for their side and also to take
control of provinces. This is done by acquiring cards representing senators and provinces, using legions to convince senators or
occupy provinces.
Let me say at the start, that an extremely
positive feature of this game is the fact that
you can explain it to someone who did not
play it yet within five minutes.
Unfortunately, the case is different if nobody is at the table who is familiar with the
game; in that case, the reading of the rather
confusing rules will take some time. At first
glance, the rules seem well structured but
while reading them you will find out that
you will have to cross-read to and fro between different sections of the rules to understand them properly.
When you open the box you find the following components:
88 Objectives cards, 50 Legions, represent-
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8
ed by red man markers, 23 Mobilization tokens, 12 victory points tiles (in the rules they
are called Rewards), 1 Cloth bag and 1 Score
pad for marking the scores at the end of the
game.
The objective cards are shuffled face-down
and each player is dealt six objective cards
at the start of the game; from those six cards
you choose three and display them openfaced on the table. Each player is also given
seven legions.
There are two kinds of objective cards: Provinces and Senators. Each card shows a number of symbols in a column on its left side;
legions are placed on those symbols.
23 mobilization markers are put into the
cloth bag. Those mobilization markers
show symbols – „2 Crossed Swords“, „Shield“,
„Chariot”, “Catapult”, “Pennant/Standard”,
“Dagger” and “Joker”. As to numbers – there
are six markers for „2 Crossed Swords“, five
markers for „Shield“, four markers for „Chariot”, three markers for “Catapult”, two markers for “Pennant/Standard”, one marker for
“Dagger” and two markers for “Joker”.
Finally, you place five more objective cards
into an open display row onto the table, and

the Reward tiles are laid out, sorted by kind
and number, the remaining objective cards
are stacked for a draw pile.
The mechanisms of the game itself are simple, short and easy to understand:
One player is selected to be the first active
player; this player takes the bag and starts
the game by drawing a mobilization marker
from the bag and displays it. If any of the
players, including the active player himself,
has that symbol on one of his three objective cards, he may put a legion on that symbol, but does not have to do so. Then the
active player draws another marker and all
can place a legion, if applicable, that is, any
player who has an empty symbol of a drawn
mobilization marker on one of his cards can
place a legion there. When all symbols on
an objective card are occupied by a legion
this objective is complete; the owner of this
Maria Schranz
A family game in the truest sense of the word, albeit with
lots of chance, but tactics, too, especially when targeting
reward tiles, well suited to the casual gamer and for
rounding off an evening of games.

card calls “Ave Caesar” to indicate that he
has completed an objective card.
This interrupts the drawing of mobilization
markers from the bag by the active player.
The player who completed a card places
this card into his display above the ones
that are not yet complete. The completed
card earns him victory points at the end of

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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AUGUSTUS t
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cards usually offer a given number of points;
sometimes the cards are marked with a
question mark, because they give you a
number of points for a given symbol on all
completed cards, sometimes up to a maximum of points.
And then, besides those standard victory
points, there are the Reward tiles, which
also give victory points. Two of those Reward tiles are migrating tiles. One of those
reward tiles shows Gold, the other Grain.
The first player to complete an objective
card showing gold or grain takes the corresponding Reward tile. As soon as another
player has completed the same number of
cards showing that symbol he takes the tile,
and of course also if someone completes an
additional card with that symbol. SO a tie in
gold or grain symbols is sufficient to acquire
the tile.
The other Reward tiles are tiles for special
scorings. There are five Reward tiles for different numbers of completed objective
cards. You can only take such a tile at the
moment you complete the number of such
cards, you cannot take it later. The other five
Reward tiles show different conditions that
you must meet to acquire such a tile, for instance, three completed senator cards. You
must carefully consider the right moment to
take such a tile and also which tile you want
to acquire, because each player may only
take one tile for conditions of completed
objective cards and one tile for the number
of completed cards. If you decide too early
to take such a tile you might throw away
valuable points; if leave it too late the tile
might have been taken by another player or
the game might end suddenly without you
having taken any tile at all.
Augustus is definitely not a game providing very deep strategy levels. I have heard
it called by many a tactical Bingo Clone, but
that is unfair to the game, because for that
the game offers too many tactical and even
some, albeit slight, strategic possibilities. Of
course, a lot of what you can due in a game
depends on which symbols are drawn. But
as you know the distribution of symbols and
include them in your tactical considerations
and your choice of replacement objective cards you can definitely influence the
course of the game and your own chances
in the game.
The game was one of three games nominates for “Spiel des Jahres 2013” in Germany
and was awarded “Spiele Hit für Familien” by
Österreichische Spiele Akademie.
The relatively short duration of 15 to 30
minutes predestines the game for an ideal
end-of-the-evening game of an enjoyable
games evening.
So, to summarize – if you are looking for a
beautiful, nice, simple yet interesting family
game which is mainly chance-driven, but
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not dominated by chance, then you should
take a look at Augustus. The game works
without problems and very well, too, with
the maximum number of players given,
which is six players, and is an ideal game for
the casual player or for a person that rarely
plays board or card games. But, on the other
hand, it is fun, too, for an experienced player, and, as already mentioned, ideally suited
to rounding off an evening of games.
For all those players I can recommend to
buy to game without in any case.
But players, who dot appreciate games with
a high element of chance or luck, should be
advised against acquisition of this game,
as it can happen of course, that in some
games, despite the tactical options mentioned, there is no chance to win for a player.
The rules hold all the necessary information, seems well-structured at first glance,
but provide a few obstacles in the course of
reading them.
All in all, Augustus gives off a strong flavor
of Bingo, but the tactical aspect is high
enough to provide interesting fun in playing; especially the consideration which
Reward tiles to acquire and when to do so
demands a small but neat strategic and tactical finesse. 
Maria.Schranz@spielen.at

INFORMATION
Designer: Paolo Mori
Artist: Vincent Dutrait
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Hurrican 2013
www.hurrucangames.com

PLAYERS:

2-6
AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

EVALUATION
Placement, collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl + gr ru
In-game text: no
Comments:

Relatively short duration * Ideal end-ofevening game * Strong flavor of Bingo *
Nice design and components
Compares to:

Bingo

Other editions:
Several in different languages

My rating:

the game and usually also an instant singleuse or permanent effect. The legions from
the completed card go back into stock of
their owner. Then the player chooses a new
objective card from the display of five open
cards on the table and adds it to his two incomplete cards. The display in the middle is
replenished from the draw pile with a new
objective card, so that the next player has
again the choice of five objective cards.
It may happen, and actually does happen
quite often, that two or more players complete objective cards at the same time; then
the number on the objective card decides
the order in which players choose a new
card or, if applicable, choose one of the
Reward tiles. The objective cards are numbered from 1 to 88 and the player with the
lowest number on his completed card is the
first one to implement the completion actions.
When you have all seven legions placed on
your objective cards and could not yet complete one of them, you can, but need not,
– in case a symbol is drawn that is yet empty
on one of your cards - relocate one of your
legions to this symbols.
Should the active player draw a joker from
the bag, each player can place a legion on
an empty symbol of his choice on his cards.
The active player now hands the bag to his
neighbor on the right, who now puts all
markers drawn so far back into the bag and
starts to draw mobilization markers out of
the bag.
The aim of the game is to be the first player
to complete seven objective cards; when a
player manages this, the game ends and all
players who might have completed a card,
too, at that point can acquire, if possible,
Reward tiles according to the numbers on
their completed objective cards.
The special abilities of the objective cards
are covering a wide range and are very different. Some are applied instantly and only
once when an objective card is completed;
others offer a permanent advantage, yet
others even have negative results for other
players. For instance, you could be given
additional legions or might be able to place
legions on your remaining objective cards
or you might be able to take an additional
objective card or you could relocate all legions on your card, which often results in
completion of another objective card.
Then there are permanent effects, too,
in the guise of exchange symbols. For instance, the exchange symbol for “Shield =
Catapult”. This allows you every time when
a shield is drawn to place a legion on a catapult instead of a shield, if you want to, or
vice versa.
Victory points are scored by the completed
target cards, but there are additional possibilities to acquire victory points. Objective
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POLYNESIAN ISLANDS …

BORA BORA
… HUTS, FISH, GODS

It seems that Stefan Feld was lighted by
a long flow of good ideas in the last years
as he was able to publish more and more
good games: Year of the Dragon and Notre
Dame in 2007, Macao and Arena in 2009,
Luna and The Speicherstadt in 2010, Trajan,
Strasbourg and Die Burgen von Burgund
in 2011, etc. In 2012 we were surprised to
get no real news, but then 2013 brought us
Bora Bora and, recently, Bruges. At our club
we particularly like Feld’s games, as they all
have in common the possibility to act in so
many different directions (sometimes even
too many !), giving you the opportunity to
win with various strategies. In effect it happens often that as soon as one seems to
have found a good strategy the others are
able to counter it simply playing in a different way, and this means that the replay
possibilities of Feld’s games are higher than
many others.
This happens also with Bora Bora which
gives you the opportunity to “colonize” an
exotic archipelago (composed of five islands) building huts, increasing population
and getting the favor of Gods. I will describe
mainly the four player’s game as during
our tests the table was always filled and we
never succeeded in playing with 3 players.
The box is well filled with wooden and cardboard components (as you immediately
“feel” by its weight, even before opening
the cover). In effect for your money you receive one 525x360 mm board, four 295x205
mm player boards, 60 God cards, 30 building materials (wooden tokens for sand,
stone and wood), 12 wooden huts and 4
priests on each color, 7 action tiles, 36 woman tiles, 36 man tiles, 60 task tiles, 24 jewels
tiles, 18 offering tiles, 36 cardboard “shells”
(the money of this archipelago) and other
extra cardboard components (12 fishes, 10
God tiles, 24 buildings, turn order, etc.). Each
player select one color and get all his materials plus THREE six sided (D6) dice on his
color (green, black, blue or red).
Depicted on the board you find everything
that you need to play: the left part of the
map shows the archipelago (one central
island divided in four areas and 4 smaller
islands, each divided in two areas) and the
turn sequence; the right part is used to store
the “jewels” and the “task” tiles, to display
the men and women that will be available
and to mark the temple and status tracks.
We will analyze each of them later.
If you, like me, moved a little your nose up
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when I named the three D6 dice ... please be
assured that this is not a game of pure luck:
dice are used to select the actions and if it
is true that a bad series of “wrong” dice may
be a problem to perform certain actions it is
also true that the same dice may be a strong
weapon for other actions or to block your
opponents.
Set up is a little longer than usual and I
strongly recommend to keep all the components perfectly divided inside the box, with
the help of plastic bags or smaller plastic
boxes: this will help you in setting the game
quickly.
Fishes are placed first: around the archipelago there are 12 cases where you must randomly places those 12 fishes, whose value
vary between 1 (four tokens in total) and 6
(just one token).
Then you randomly select 6 Men and 6
Women and place them on the right side of
the board.
All the 24 jewels are also placed on the
board (only 4 jewels are offered in each of
the 6 turns of the game but the players may
always see which ones will be available on
the following turns).
Sort and place on side of the board the 7
large Action Tiles (when playing in three or
two you will only use 6 or 5 of them)
Each player will receive his personal board
together with 12 huts, 6 building tiles, 4
priests and 3 dice of the same color.
Give 2 God Cards to each player and put the
remaining ones in a face down pile on the
table.
Give 1 God Tile to each player (they are a sort
of Jokers) and put the last 6 in the temple.
Give 2 Offering Tiles to each player (they are
necessaries to activate the God cards) and
place the remaining ones aside the board.
Shuffle the TASK tiles and give ONE “light
green” tile and TWO “dark green” tiles to
each player: then place 6 extra “dark green”
on the board (so player will know in advance which tasks will be available for the
next turn). Those tiles show you how you
can get extra VP if you perform the depicted
“task”: for example if you have 1 Man and 1
Woman on your personal board at the end
of the turn, or were able to place a hut in
“x” territories of the Archipelago, etc. The
“light green” tiles are easier to accomplish,
while the other have different tasks and you
should play accordingly to be able to select
the right one every turn.
Finally randomly assign 1 Turn Tile to each

player to determine the first turn order: in
reverse order players must now place one
of their huts on the board on an area next to
one of the four “1” fishes. They immediately
get the related resource (each area in the archipelago assign one of the three Resource
or one Offering).
On the personal board are also printed
icons to summarize the game actions. In the
middle of your board you will place the resources that you get during the game and
that you may transform in “building” when
Pietro Cremona
A highly strategic game in which your starting situation
usually decides the strategy; tactic can be used to snatch
opportunities offered for optimum use;

you perform the related action. On the right
of the board you place your remaining 11
huts, one in each case. During the game
those cases will be used also to host your
population but you must first empty them,
placing more huts on the islands in order to
get more space for Male/Female tiles.
Your task is to select actions placing your
dice on the Action Tiles in order to:
- collect men and women (each of them
will grant you special actions, “shells” or “tattoos”)
- build more huts on the islands and take
the related resources
- construct your buildings with the collected resources (to get VP and extra actions)
- try to get the most “political” influence by
tattooing your men (and advancing on the
STATUS track)
- try to get the favor of Gods (to get VP and
free actions and Offerings)
- purchase jewels (to get extra VP at the
game’s end)
- satisfy tasks (that will give you extra VP
each turn)
If you are good enough to make A LOT of
the above tasks you will get extra VP at the
game’s end, but I warn you: none of us ever
succeeded in getting ALL those extras, so
believe me, it is better to concentrate in 2-3
“targets” and follow this strategy all along
the game (if your opponents will let you go,
of course!) keeping always an eye open to
jump on eventual “one time” possibilities
during each turn.
The game is played in 6 turns, each one divided in three Phases: the winner will be the
player with most VP at the end of the 6th
turn and after the final scoring.
PHASE 1 - ACTIONS
All players throw their dice at the same
time. Than the First player place one of his
dice on an Action Tile, followed by all the
other players in turn order, repeating this
procedure three times. You can place a dice
in an already occupied Action Tile only if

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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the number of your pips is lower than the
lowest value of the other dice (alternatively
you may use some God’s help, as we will see
later). In this way it is possible for a player
to “block” an Action Tile using a “low” die: so
if you play a “1” nobody is allowed to enter
this tile anymore, unless is … blessed by a
God.
The available Actions are:
- LAND MOVE: you may expand your clan
in a territory adjacent to your existing huts.
Each “path” (from one area to an adjacent
one) shows a die with a number of pips
varying from “2” to “6”. Thus to use one of
this path you have to place on the MOVE
Action tile 1D6 with at least the same number of pips.
- SEA MOVE: is similar to the above, but
moving through the sea.
- TEMPLE: you take one of your three priests
and you place him on the Temple track in
a free case whose value has the same (or
lower) pips that the die you placed on this
Action Tile.
- BUILDING: you may build one of your six
building on your display. You must already
have two adjacent (and different) resources
in your personal board that you will exchange for a building. Again you may select
only buildings whose value is the same (or
lower) than the number of pips of your die.
- WOMAN: you may take one “woman” tile
whose value has the same (or lower) pips
that the die that you used (so with a “4” you
may select a woman positioned on the case
4-3-2-1 but not those in cases 5-6)
- MAN: similar to the above
- HELPER: if you select this Action Tile you

www.gamesjournal.at

may “spend” the pips of your die to make
some of the following special actions:
(a) – Collect Tattoo Points: for EACH pip
spent in this way you shift down on your
board one of your “not yet tattooed” men
and you mark the related number of tattoo
points on the Status track in order to collect
VP at the end of the turn.
(b) – Collect Shells: for EACH pip spent in
this way you shift down on your board one
of your “not yet used” women and you get
the related number of shells (from 2 to 4).
Shells are the ”money” of this game, as we
said, and are used to purchase jewels.
(c) – Victory Points (VP): for EACH pip spent
in this way you get 1 VP (moving your colored pawn on the VP track)
(d) – Offerings: for TWO pips you get one Offering tile.
(e) – God Cards: for TWO pips you may randomly take one God Card from the deck
(f) – Resources: for TWO pips you may take
one resource of your choice from the reserve.
(g) – Huts Displacement: for each TWO pips
spent you may move one hut from your display to case Nr. 12 (Reserve) in order to free
some extra cases (for Men or Women).
- FISHING: if you are unable to place some of
your dice o an Action Tile (sometimes it happens, especially when you do not have the
right Gods to help you) you may use them
to get 2 VP placing the dice on the Fishing
case of the board
All that is very “standard” and very “linear”,
but this … damned Feld was not yet happy
and introduced some extra rules beside the
standard ones: Thanks to the editor, those
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rules are marked with a special symbol in
the rulebook and the note DON’T FORGET,
as new players very often jump over those
opportunities!
When you place a priest in the temple or
when you erect a new building on your personal board you get a free FIRE BONUS: this
means that you may select two bonuses,
one each from a couple of possibilities:
(I) – Get a God Card OR an Offering
(II) – Take 1 Shell or Advance 1 case on the
Status track
Both bonus are really important during the
game, especially when there is a tie to be
the first player in the following turn or you
need that extra shell to purchase a new
jewel.
Some GOD CARDS may be played during
this Phase:
- BLUE Gods allows you to place one die on
an Action Tile even if its value is higher of
the lowest existing die
- WHITE Gods allow you do add a die to an
Action Tile (using the standard rules) and
use it as if it had “6” pips
- RED Gods allows you to score Fishes VP
when you expand in a new region: you add
the VP value of the fish that is adjacent to
the new region. Of course you will play this
God when you enter a “5” or “6” fish area.
In order to play a God card you ALWAYS
need to spend an Offering tile; otherwise
you may also play TWO identical Gods (and
an Offering) in order to play any God that
you wish, even if you do not have his card
in your hand. Finally you may use your GOD
TILE as a Joker and without paying any Offering.
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PHASE 2 - WORKERS
It is time to ask your population to wake up
and go to work. Each Man/Woman tile has
TWO bonuses: one is depicted on the right
side of the tile and it is permanent. The second is “one shot” and is used only when you
“promote” the tile using the action HELPER:
promoting a Man or Woman means that
you get tattoo points from Men (advancing
your marker on the Status track) or Shells
from Women (to purchase jewels).
The permanent bonus is used during this
Phase: you may select ONE Man and ONE
Woman and perform their actions: these
vary between allowing you to place another hut on the Archipelago (getting the
related resource) or erect a new building (if
you have the resources), or getting free resources, or take a God Card or an Offering,
etc.
If you have two identical population tiles
you consider them as ONE but you get double bonus.
A good mix of Men and/or Woman on your
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personal board may help you very much
during the game, but selecting the right
tiles is not an easy task: first you need to
have the right number of pips on your dice
and, second, your opponent do not have to
take that tile before you !!!
This means that you have to continuously
adapt your “game” to the opportunities that
are offered at the moment of your turn.
Strategies are still possible (you use all your
opportunities in fixed directions) but tactics
cannot be “scientifically” programmed and
you have to react at your best at the different possibilities that your opponents leaves
to you.
If you really need a specific tile you should
try to be first on the next turn and “hope”
that this tile will be extracted from the bag.
Otherwise you have to change your tactic.
In Phase 2 you may also use some GODs, obviously paying the usual Offerings:
- GREEN Gods double the effect of a Man/
Woman bonus
- RED Gods, as we have seen in Phase 1, may

allow you to score Fishes if a worker’s bonus
allows you to place a new hut.
PHASE 3: VP, JEWELS and TASK TILES
While the workers, tired, are going home for
their diner and for a good rest … the players
still have to make some calculations:
(a) - STATUS TRACK must be checked to assign VP to the players. I badly lost a couple
of games because I did not invest enough
on this track. But attention: in my opinion is
better to play on this track only when you
may use “a lot” of tattoo points. The first and
second case of this track only grant 1 VP ;
the third and forth 2 VP, and so on with 4-68 VP, while cases eleven and twelve assign
11 points and case thirteen 15 VP. You may
advance on this track ONLY when you promote one or more Men: each tattoo depicted on the Man tile let you advance 1 case.
So it is better to promote 2-3-4 men at the
same time in order to reach the last cases
of the track and gain many VP in the same
turn. Example: if you promote 4 Men(with
3 tattoos each) for 4 consecutive turns you

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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When the turn is completed all the tiles remaining on the board (Men, Women and
Tasks) are discarded and new ones are randomly selected to refill.
After the sixth turn the game is over, but
players may still get some Extra VP for:
- Remaining God tiles (2VP each)
- Fishes adjacent to your huts (add the
points of all those fishes)
- Jewels (add the points marked on your
jewels tiles)
- And 6 VP for special combinations (having
all your huts on the islands, if all your buildings were built, if you performed all 9 task
cards, etc.)
In Phase 3 you may play the YELLOW Gods
to reduce by one the number of the task
requirements (but you will receive only 4
VP); of course an Offering tile is necessary,
as usual
You may also play in any phase a GOD TILE
(instead of a card) that is a sort of Joker and
does not require any Offering. But God Tiles
score 2 VP each at the game’s end, so use
them when you really need a specific and
necessary action.
Bora Bora is addressed of course to the experienced and/or regular gamers despite
its nice graphics that seems to invite you to
a calm and relaxing tropical island visit: it
takes a couple of games before you clearly
understand how it “really” works and were
you made your biggest mistakes. From
game 3 and on play becomes more competitive and organized and you start to enjoy all the subtleties of Feld’s work.
I am unable to give suggestions on “what
is better” to win this game: I played it more
than a dozen times before writing those
notes and I was unable to find a good “wining” strategy. Fishes may be a good source
of VP, but why not to send priests to the temple? Well, ok, but you need to have some
tattoos to proceed on the status track, and
shells to buy jewels, without considering
your specific tasks … you surely understand
how different each game can be played.
I found that trying to perform many of the
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above tactics will always bring you to the
last positions on the game. So very often
your initial task tiles and your first dice roll
will decide which strategy to follow and you
cannot change too much during the course
of the game, even if you should take all the
opportunities that eventually arise (a good
7 or 9 points jewel, a Man/Woman that may
help you with is permanent bonus, etc.).
I strongly recommend this game to expert
players that like to have a lot of “dilemmas”
during their “ludic” evenings. 
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: Stefan Feld
Artist: Alexander Jung
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger 2013
www.aleaspiele.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Dice, worker placement
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr + it
In-game text: nein
Comments:

Very beautiful design * Lots of components * Complex mechanisms, learning
games necessary
Compares to:

Troyes and other Worker Placement
games using Dice
Other editions:
Uberplay, Italy

My rating:

will get, in total, 8 VP ; but if you promote
the same four Men on turn 4 you will get
15 VP !!! The player most advanced on the
track at the end of a turn will get Turn Oder
Tile Nr. 1, the second Nr. 2, etc. Then all the
colored tokens are put back to case zero of
the Status track.
(b) – TEMPLE: having some priests in the
temple will grant you some VP too: 1VP per
priest on turns 1-2, 2VP on turns 3-4 and 3VP
for turns 5-6. The player with the priest on
the higher case at the end of the turn (with
case 6 being the higher) also gets one God
Tile for free. The priests will always remain
in the temple unless they are … expulsed:
every time that a player send a new priest to
the temple in an already occupied case the
“old” priest is pushed on the right, to a lower
level case, eventually pushing other priests,
etc. A priest in the last case of the track, if
pushed, is expulsed and send back to his
player’s reserve.
(c) – JEWELS may be bought at the … market. As I wrote before ALL the jewels are
displayed on the board before the game
may start. So players that have TASK tiles demanding for a certain combination of jewels may … plan in advance how to get the
Women that will give enough shells to pay
the required jewels. They are placed (face
down) on your personal board and will give
you extra VP at the game’s end.
(d) – TASK TILES. You got 3 of them at the
game’s set up: one (light green) is easy
enough to be accomplished (but you
should do the right actions, of course!); the
other two (and all the following ones) are
more or less difficult: keeping always an
eye on those tiles during your play is very
important. At the end of each turn you will
get 6 VP if you complete one Task (4VP if you
ask the help of a God). Then, always in turn
order, you replenish your “hand” with one
new tile selected from the six showed on
the board. It is clear that … being the first to
select will give you plenty of opportunities,
while the last one has often to take bad or
“near impossible“ tasks.
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u 4 ZU MIR! / A MART

4 ZU MIR!

DOLPHIN, FOX, BEAR AND BLACK SHEEP

24 animals are hiding in the
jungle, players need to determine where. You have a screen
depicting all animals and naming them in four languages; 24
animal cards show groups of
four animals, also accompanied
by their names, and each animal is represented by a wooden
piece – Bear, Camel, Cat, Cow,
Crocodile, Deer, Dog, Dolphin,

5

Duck, Elephant, Fish, Fox, Giraffe,
Goose, Hare, Hedgehog, Horse,
Pig, Seal, Black Sheep, White
Sheep, Snail, Squirrel and Swan.
Each player draws between 4
and 8 animals from the bag, depending on the number of players, and puts them behind his
screen; then you draw two cards.
If you now already hold one or
two groups of four animals that

A MART

ARITHMETIC IN THE MALL

A baby porcupine is allowed to
try different food in the mart, you
as his Mama must memorize the
amounts it tastes. Sometimes
baby is allowed to eat double
portions or a troublemaking
porcupine takes food from him.
Sometimes Baby may gobble
unchecked and the amount is
deducted and sometimes Mama
needs to double the amount that

14
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Baby ate.
You roll and move your baby the
corresponding number of steps.
On the spot you reach you take
the top card from the stack of
cards for the depicted food and
memorize the number on the
card, that is, add it to your current sub-total, and put the card
face-down on your personal
stack. If different food is offered

fit one or both of your cards,
you show both the animal(s)
and the card(s). Then one player
begins and asks another player
for an animal which he needs to
complete one group of animals
on one card. If the player questioned has that animal he gives
it to the asking player who then
has another turn. If the questioned player does not have the
animal the turn passes to the
player left of the asking player. If
you can complete a card because
you have the animals depicted
on it behind your screen, you
show both animals and the card;
the card you set aside face-own
and the animals go back behind
your screen. When all cards have
been taken you win with most
cards.
4 zu mir! offers a fantastic combination of two standard mechanisms well beloved by children,
Happy Families and Memo; and
on top of this the chance to read
and learn the names of the animals in four languages. Learning
opportunities cleverly hidden by
nice haptic and lots of fun! 

INFORMATION

you choose one kind and take
the card. On spots with staff and
two foods you take both cards;
on spots with the troublemaker
you discard a card and then take
new card(s) as depicted on the
spot. When you encounter other
Babies you take the top card from
each and then take the food card
for the spot. On the “Free” spot
you deduct the number shown
on the spot from your total. Cards
x2 double your total at the end
of the game, so you also need to
memorize how many x2 cards you
collected and use them correctly
at the end, you CANNOT double
the interim amount. If you are
first to reach the checkout point,
you score a bonus of 5 points and
the game ends. All now name the
total from their cards and score
this number plus a bonus or minus penalties depending on how
closely your amount matched the
correct result.
A Mart is a standard educational
game with a cute topic and an
unusually high number range for
the age level given, an interesting
example for educational games
from Korea. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

5+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Heike Baum
Artist: Johann Rüttinger
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2013
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Memo, collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Well-working combination
of two mechanisms * Reading abilities not necessary
* Animal names listed in
four languages * Attractive,
functional components
Compares to:
Happy Families, Memo
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Justin Oh
Artist: B.H. Ahn
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Gemblo 2012
www.gemblo.com

EVALUATION
Educational
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: en kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Funny topic * Rather high
number results * Steep
penalties for calculating
mistakes * Good family
game, too
Compares to:
All educational games on arithmetic
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

AB DURCH DEN DSCHUNGEL / ALLE MEINE ENTCHEN t

AB DURCH DEN DSCHUNGEL
CROCODILES, STORMS AND SNAKES
Players are treasure-hunting
in the jungle and need to find
their ways with the help of the
pin. Each player holds a treasure
deposit card, the board is laid out
and the task cards are stacked
face-down. In your turn you
draw a task card and lay it down
face-up – if it is a card not showing a snake you prepare the cord
according to the specifications

4

on the card. At this point and at
this point only in all the game direction by an adult or someone
with reading abilities is necessary as the tasks on the card and
the way the cord needs to be laid
out are explained by text in the
rules. The symbol in the left bottom corner on the task cards tells
you which line you must trace
with the pin and the starting

ALLE MEINE ENTCHEN
THE COLORFUL RACE

All the ducklings are paddling
around on the lake, hiding their
heads under water – but no, all
ducks in this game are invisible
under the water, that is, all the
ducklings depicted on the card
board tiles. Four plastic ducks
swim around in circles, at the
start of the game you line them
up with yellow Mama Duck in
front. The blue, red and green

www.gamesjournal.at
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duckling are lined up behind
her in random sequence. All 20
round tiles showing five ducklings in each of the four colors
are shuffled face down and
spread out in a loose circleIn your turn you try to find a tile
in color of the duckling that is
currently in last position in the
line. If you turn over a fitting
tile you take the tile, place the

PLAYED FOR YOU

point for your tracing. You begin
at the starting point and follow
the line to the river, holding the
pin like a pen as if you would like
to write. At the river you stop and
implement the task on your card.
If you are done with the task you
follow the line from the river to
the finish that is depicted in the
top right hand corner of the task
card, cave or treasure chest. If
you traced both parts of the line
correctly and implemented the
task at the river correctly you are
rewarded with a red gem at the
treasure chest and a blue gem at
the cave. When one kind of gems
has been used up you win with
most gems.
Ab durch den Dschungel has
beed designed as the game training motor skills within the series
„Fit für den Einschulungstest“„Fit for your school entry test“,
the tasks with the cord train
gross motor skills and tracing
the lines minute motor skills,
both as usual accompanied by a
lot of fun in playing. 

INFORMATION

duckling at the front of the line
and can do another turn. When
the tile you turned over does not
show the color of the duckling in
last place you put the tile back to
the same spot you took it from,
and all players should memorize the color of the duckling
depicted on the tile. Now the
turn passes to the next player.
When all tiles have been taken
you win if you have collected
most tiles. As a variant you could
take four markers in the colors of
the ducks and each player can
choose a marker to bet which
duck will be in front at the end
of the game and thus will have
won the race.
Designer Heinz Meister is a master of simple children games
providing lots of fun that is also
pretty to look at and nice to
touch. As a side effect you train
quick mental switching of priorities because after each turn another color is in demand. Where
is blue duckling? Here? Yes! And
the blue duckling jumps in front!
And now a yellow one is needed!


INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4-6

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: Czerwenka, Freudenreich
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2012
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Agility, motor skills
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Series „Fit für den Einschulungstest“ * Good combination of tasks * Game master
needed with reading abilities – the tasks/cards are
explained by text in the rule book
Compares to:
Other movement/agility games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

3+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Heinz Meister
Artist: Team Amigo
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2013
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Memo, race
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty, sturdy components
* Ducks easy to handle
for toddlers * Nice memo
variant
Compares to:
Entenmarsch and other memo
games with a racing topic
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u BEER & VIKINGS / CARD CITY

BEER & VIKINGS
THE LAST MUG OF BEER!
As a wild and thirsty Viking warrior you are willing to do anything for the last mug of beer!
But beer influences your abilities,
each drink blocks one of your resources, but, on the other hand,
Viking actions burn alcohol!
Each player embodies a Viking
with a certain number of life
points and personal abilities;
he can stand or sit. You sit at the

start of the game until you move
for the first time; then you stand
until one opponent is left! The
cards have two independent
characteristics; card text and action box with values for attack,
defense, movement and drinking, plus the backside mark for
troublesome, quarrelsome and
drowsy. The card texts can relate
to events, weapons and items,

CARD CITY

POINTS FOR RESIDENTIAL AREAS
You place cards to form a town
in which different buildings to
form city boroughs. The better
you plan and use interactions of
buildings the higher your score
will be. The game features six
kinds for buildings: Residences,
Commercial buildings, Industries,
Recreation, Parking and City Hall.
The game comprises ten rounds
and in each round you play the

16
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steps of Acquisition of new buildings, Construction of new buildings, Urban development, Income and Clean-up for the next
round. The acquisition of new
buildings is an elaborate procedure following the mechanisms
of „one party makes up the offer,
the other party chooses“ until
each player has acquired two
new cards.

minions or opponent’s turn.
Taking into account all characteristics of your Viking and cards
in your turn you play as in Sake
& Samurai; but there a few rules
changes for both games within
the new series Spirits & Warriors:
The Sitting counter is now an
Energy Marker, is not removed
when you move, but you can do
the iaido action any time during your turn, once in the game.
Charge is a special action and
Axes can be thrown! If you kill an
opponent you draw two Valhalla
cards and select one; they decide
ties in Sudden Death. At the end
of the Sudden Death confrontations the Viking with most drink
markers wins. If you are eliminated in Sudden Death you turn
into a Spirit of Loki and try to
steal Beer from the Living, you
use the cards in the “wounded”
stack of the dead Viking.
One on all and all for beer, merry
and sneaky bashing of all, be it
Viking or Samurai, to be dead
is no defeat, if push comes to
shove, we only wanted a drink!
Skol! 

INFORMATION

Buildings are constructed by
placing them in your grid of 5x5
cards maximum; the City Hall
need not be in the center. If you
can place a building you must do
so; the rules for placement are
manifold as regards to adjacencies and cards can never be relocated. A city borough is made up
from building cards of the same
color with orthogonally adjacent
edges.
After ten rounds you score residential areas according to the
number of cards in the borough;
empty spots in your grid score
-1 point each! Finally, you can
exchange five units of money for
one victory point and you win
with most points.
This game reminds me strongly
of Sim City the Card Game; as in
all urban development games
the topic is interesting and challenging and the interaction of
cards is the deciding factor, together with the right balance
of building types. There is no interaction but in distributing the
cards, you optimize your town
without influence from outside.


INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

13+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Matteo Santus
Artist: Jocularis
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Albe Pavo 2012
www.albepavo.com

EVALUATION
Conflict with cards
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: en it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Part of the new series
Spirits & Warriors * Idiosyncratic mixture of conflict
simulation and resources
management * Played by
the rules of Sake & Samurai * Can be
combined with Sake & Samurai
Compares to:
Sake & Samurai, conflict simulations
with cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Alban Viard
Artist: A. Viard, S. Sitiö
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Ludibay 2012
www.ludibay.net

EVALUATION
Urban development
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive design * Actual
topic * Interesting building
rules
Compares to:
Sim City and other urban
development games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at
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DER HEIDELBÄR / JAKE AND THE NEVERLAND PIRATES t

DER HEIDELBÄR
WILDE WASSER EDITION

The bear is leaving trodden
paths, after his excursion into
woods and meadows he wants
to chill out and is going for salmon fishing into the Wild Waters,
or to be more correct, he goes
on search for water animals who
hide in words as he lives to do
and which we should describe as
best as we can, so that any of the
other players guesses it correctly.

10

Cards with four terms each are
stacked face-down, each player
takes three cards in hand. The
active player is told „upper“ or
„lower“ and chooses a term accordingly from the upper or
lower part of the card and puts
the card face-down on the table. Then he describes the term
with a sentence of 6 words,
the first two of which must be

JAKE ANDTHE NEVERLAND PIRATES
AUF SCHATZJAGD

The young pirates, Jake, Izzy and
Cubby, love to go on adventures
and are rewarded for their success
with doubloons; but for Capt’n
Hook the children are simply a
nuisance and he wants to prevent
them getting their reward.
All six adventure cards are laid out,
each of them depicts the three little pirates, always with a different
color background. The doubloons

www.gamesjournal.at
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are shuffled and spread facedown. In your turn you always
turn over one doubloon at a time;
if if shows one of the pirate children - Jake, Izzy or Cubby – you
can turn over another doubloon
and continue this until you have
turned up two children of a kind.
This ends you turn and you put
all pirate children that you turned
up onto corresponding spots on

“This Shark” or “This Eel” or “This
Whale”. Loan words are allowed,
but you cannot use translations
or identical word roots. When the
term is guessed you keep the
card and win with most cards at
the end.
You might have an EELaborate
job to find an explanation for
WHALEdiction comprising six
words! And if people don’t understand what color you mean
be SHARKoal black then you
must tell them, it will be a nonEELectric shock to them The
game is 100% language-dependent and great fun, try it out and
find as many words as you can,
you just need to get the pronunciation right, so EELections
don’t really qualify, but ….! And
yes, there are blank cards to fill
in your words! And if you decide
to use the German words, that
would be an AALternative, too,
and you can always fall back on
the COW and BOAR versions or
even on the BEAR itself when all
those animals make you want
change DEERections. I bet you
never knew how many animals
hide in our language! 

INFORMATION

the adventure cards. If a card is
completely filled you turn it over
and put the number of doubloons
that is depicted on the back into
the treasure chest. If you have a
pirate for whom there is no spot
you can put him directly into the
chest. But should you turn up
Capt’n Hook you must also end
your turn, but you must turn over
all visible pirates to the doubloon
side and place Hook next to the
treasure chest.
You should keep careful count of
the number of doubloons in the
chest: When all players believe
that there are ten doubloons in
the chest and you check and are
correct, all players win together.
If you are out of doubloons or if
Capt’n Hook is turned over for
the 6th time and there are ten
doubloons in the chest, all players win, too.
A bit of memory, a bit of chance, a
bit of Disney, augmented by a few
short rules and very pretty components – and presto! here we are
with a nice, well-made game with
standard mechanisms, nice and
easy to play, good for a holiday on
the beach and at the seaside. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Frank Stark
Artist: Heiko Eller + Team
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2013
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Communication game
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Clever topic * Plays fast *
100% language dependent
* Nice travel game
Compares to:
Der Heidelbär, Der Heidelbär Wilde Wasser and other games on
definitions
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Thilo Hutzler
Artist: Paul Windle Design
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2013
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Memo, collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty design * Interesting
because of the Disney topic
* Standard mechanisms,
nicely combined
Compares to:
All memo and collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u DOMINANT SPECIES / EXPEDITION

DOMINANT SPECIES
THE CARD GAME

As in the board game Dominant
Species, each player embodies
one of six animal classes, this
time at the end of the Ice Age at
about 15. B.C. – Mammals, Reptiles, Birds, Amphibians, Arachnids or Insects.
You use cards to dominate as
many terrestrial and sea biomes
as possible. In each of the 10
rounds you compete for one

biome, the last biome is a sea
biome. In turn you play an action card or pass until either all
players have passed consecutively or one player is out of
cards. Action cards are animals
or events, events can be onetime or ongoing for the round.
Animals contribute their food
chain values for victory points
as well as element icons for the

EXPEDITION
CONGO RIVER 1884

The first game of the Expedition series takes us on board of
a paddle-wheel steamboat that
is leaving Leopoldville in Congo
to sail up the Congo River to
Kindu. Each player controls a
group of travelers who should
take control of stations along
the way. One round comprises
revealing of a station tile, drawing of cards, commanding the

18
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station and moving the steamboat. When the station tile
shows jungle or a village at a
station of value 4 the flags next
to it is removed and the station
cannot be controlled. To bid for
a station you play a face-down
character card; when all are revealed one player is allowed to
play a special card; the first one
to decide if he wants to do so is

conflict over element-related
resources. Animals can suppress
other animals, up to a species
becoming extinct. Animals you
play stay on the table so that
you see all icons for food chain
value, element or suppression
of other species are visible. Animals fitting the current biome
earn you a bonus in food chain
value, animals that do not fit lose
you points. If, at the end of the
Ice Age, you have accumulated
most victory points, you win the
game. You score for dominance
based on the total value of food
chain and for element matching
between the animals you played
and the biome that is scored; for
dominance you advance on the
survival track. After the 10th biome and the survival track have
been scored you win with most
victory points.
The card game picks up the topic
of the board game very nicely,
but plays very different and
much simpler; you only need
to strive for optimum use of the
cards including restricting your
use of cards for a better score at
a later biome. 

INFORMATION

the starting player; if he forgoes
this, the next player chooses,
etc. Then the basic value of each
character is determined in relation profession and nationality as
well as to the flag next to the station – for neutral characters sympathies are determined by dice
roll – and then each player can
play auxiliary cards to enhance
the value of the character; those
cards must show icon correlation
with the character card and for
interpreters and boys there are
special rules. If you then control the station because of best
character values there you win
victory points and sometimes
hippo markers which you play
in case of value ties. When the
boat moves out of Kindu the
game ends and you win with
most victory points.
The topic is a mixture of expedition and colonization, the
dice-driven allocation of some
languages and nationalities/
sympathies as well as the drawing of cards offer little tactic,
rounds proceed in a very uniform
and static way. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Chad Jensen
Artist: E. Williams, R. MacGowan
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: GMT Games 2012
www.gmtgames.com

EVALUATION
Card placement
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Only topic and graphics
from Dominant Species *
Mechanisms is based on
interaction of cards and
good hand management
Compares to:
Dominant Species for topic, card
placement games with card interaction
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: José Antonio Rivero Nuez
Artist: Alexandre Roche
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: White Goblin Games 12
www.whitegoblingames.com

EVALUATION
Card management
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
First game in the Expedition series * Somewhat
controversial topic *
Rounds are very similar *
Little tactic
Compares to:
Bidding games on best values
Other editions:
Currently none
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GALAXY TRUCKER / GAUNTLET OF FOOLS t

GALAXY TRUCKER
JUBILÄUMSAUSGABE

You are a space adventurer and
build a spaceship from recycled
parts to travel to reach the Edge
if the Universe for profit or losses.
You start with the base of Ship
1, choose a face-down tile from
stock, using one hand only, and
add it to your ship or replace it
face-up and choose a new one.
You can put up to two tiles into
temporary storage. A part is

integrated by placing it next to
the base or another tile, adjacent
edges must correspond; in the
building phase you can also look
at the Flight cards while constructing in order to equip the ship
accordingly. Then eight cards are
used to fly, they are stacked and
then resolved in the resulting
order, as a consequence it can
happen that you might have

GAUNTLET OF FOOLS
PRAHLEN UND KÄMPFEN
Fantasy adventure featuring the
usual heroes, but this time to be
the one who died with most gold
when all heroes are dead!
The game is divided into two
distinct phases – Boasting Phase
and Gauntlet Phase. In the Boasting Phase you take one class card
per player from the face down
stack and add one Weapons card
to each class card – this combina-

www.gamesjournal.at

tion forms a hero and cannot be
changed during the game. Then
you boast – you might say „My
Ninja can defeat any opponent
even when nursing a hangover“,
take the Ninja and add the boast
marker for hangover. The next
player could add another boast
marker to the Ninja and take
it from you or he could place
any boast marker to a hero still

PLAYED FOR YOU

to abort a flight. Each of those
cards applies to all players and
has either positive (commodities, credits) or negative (loss of
ship parts, Aliens, enemies like
Smugglers, Slave Traders. Pirates, Meteorites or comparison
of space ship strengths) consequences. At the end of the flight
commodities still on board are
scored and you win credits for
the best ship and your ship’s
position. For lost ship parts or
stored and unused ship parts
you must pay penalties.
On Occasion of the 5 Year Anniversary of this cult game a huge
box was published that includes
the core game and all extensions
that have been published so for,
From The Big Expansion to Another Big Expansion To Rough
Roads ahead and also a funny
comic book; new cards allow for
nasty play as well as for a balance
between experienced space adventures and bloody beginners
among the stars. Big like the
galaxy, good like the universe,
interstellar fun! 

INFORMATION

available. When all players have
chosen a hero other markers are
added to the hero according to
abilities and boast markers.
Then the Gauntlet Phase starts
– an opponent is drawn and all
players must in turn fight the
monster. You roll the dice and this
is evaluated attack value of hero
vs. defense value of the monster.
Then the monster attack value is
compared to the defense value
of the hero, always taking into
account all ability and boast adjustments.
You continue to draw and fight
monsters until all heroes died
due to four or more wounds at
the end of the turn; you earn gold
for defeated monsters.
This is a true Vaccarino game
– endless combinations, never
the same game, and seemingly
simple mechanisms with a lot
of depth – especially Boasting
needs some games to get familiar with the possibilities and to
use the usually disadvantageous
boast markers properly! If you
spend the time you are rewarded with a witty and well-working
game! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

13+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Artist: Radim Pech
Price: ca. 75 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2012
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Placement, SciFi
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cz de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Huge box including core
game and all expansions
* Playable for newcomers
to the game as well as for
experienced truckers *
Includes Comic book for a bonus
Compares to:
Galaxy Trucker and all expansions,
Alhambra or Carcassonne for placement rules
Other editions:
Czech Games Edition, Iello, Rio
Grande Games

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

13+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Artist: C. Romanos, L. Francisco
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Indie Boards & Cards 12
www.indieboardsandcards.com

EVALUATION
Fantasy, adventure
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Endlose Kombinationsmöglichkeiten * Jedes
Spiel ist anderes * Einige
Partien zum Kennenlernen
notwendig
Compares to:
Endless combinations * Every game
plays different * Some games necessary to get familiar with the game
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u GLADIATORI / I SPY FISH

GLADIATORI
MORITURI TE SALUTANT!
Your own gladiator confronts
gladiators of other players –
which means that you first create your gladiator by spending a
maximum of 55 coins, assigning
abilities and skills up to a maximum of nine; Powers as actions
can only be used once; in addition, there are energy, deceit,
special actions and items; you
can hold each item only once and

only up to two items. You can also
choose a predesigned gladiator.
In six rounds the essential parts of
the round are two combat rounds
each which bring or cost victory
points. You choose yourself how
many and which cards you take
into your hand from your deck.
Action cards for action or reaction are available for movement
and for the attack types of adroit-

I SPY FISH

PAIRS OF CARDS – DIFFERENT,
YET THE SAME

48 playing cards or, to be more
exact, 24 pairs of oversized cards
are used to play three different
kinds of games. The games
themselves are well-loved standard classics, the kick of the
games is based on the cards.
The cards depict real items in
slightly alienated surroundings,
and the most important factor
is that the two cards of a pair are

20
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not identical. The two cards of a
pair show the same central image that sometimes is depicted
in different perspectives, or in
different poses, or as a mirror
image, or sometimes also in
different sizes in relation to the
respective surroundings. Both
cards show the central motive
in totally different surroundings
and all central items depicted

ness, strength and rage which are
all handled individually and can
be intensified. Each card can be
used once for an action in attack
and then any number of times
for reaction at the cost of blood.
A character can be regenerated
with perseverance, damage taken
is resolved by permanent loss of
cards from your deck. If you are
still alive after six rounds you win
with most victory points earned
by successful attacks and from
other sources; fleeing your opponent or attacking from behind
loses you victory points.
This really is a game for experts,
absolutely realistic and a pure
strategic/tactical confrontation;
mistakes are deadly, in the true
sense of the word, and chance
is not a factor at all! The core of
the game is the character design; if you can optimize this
you can play a campaign with
your surviving gladiator and develop his abilities. The rules alone
take some effort to understand,
learning by doing and some trial
games are necessary before you
can survive in the Arena. 

INFORMATION

are part of a child’s daily environment – usually toys, a doll, a
plastic duck, or a pet animal or
items of daily life, like a chair or
telephone. The game that gives
the name to the collection, I Spy
Fish, is a version of Happy Families: You start with seven cards,
the remaining cards are heaped
face-down on the table to form
a “pool” in which you can fish for
cards. You ask another player for
a card to make up a pair with one
that you hold. If you get the card,
you can ask again; if not, you take
any card from the table. If you
can make up the intended pair
you can discard it. In Schnapp
all players try to collect pairs of
cards from the pool on the table
as fast as they can, and in Memo
you play according to the familiar standard rules, you turn up
two cards and try to find pairs.
A pretty game – yes, it uses standard mechanisms, but with a
kick, due to the marvelous images. A challenge for memory
and pattern recognition! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Michele Quondam
Artist: E. Bonetti, R. de Angelis
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Giochix 2012
www.giochix.it

EVALUATION
Tactical/strategic/conflict
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en fr it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Strategic/tactical conflict
simulation * Without
chance elements * For
specialists and hard-core
gamers * Gladiator design
is a deciding factor
Compares to:
Card-driven conflict simulations
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not stated
Artist: Scholastic, Carletto
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Gamefactory 2013
www.gamefactory.ch

EVALUATION
Card games
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Part of the I Spy series *
Marvelous illustrations
* Nicely varied standard
mechanisms * Good for
memorizing and pattern
recognition
Compares to:
Memo, Happy Families and other I
Spy games
Other editions:
Currently none
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IM GROSSEN ZAUBERWALD / KALIFIKO t

IM GROSSEN ZAUBERWALD
MOVE TREES TO FIND INGREDIENTS
Magician’s apprentices search
among the trees in the forest for
ingredients needed for their potions. They need to accomplish
three potions with seven ingredients each. The wood is set up
on the turntable and filled with
ingredient cubes. Each player
is given a rake, three random
recipe cards and five magic tiles
showing numbers 2, 2, 3, 3 and

5

4. The active player is the master
magician and chooses one of his
number tiles, names the number
and moves the magic forest by
as many positions to have easy
access to as many ingredients
needed for the leftmost of his
incomplete potions. Then all
play simultaneously and push ingredients into their basket with
their rakes until the master has

KALIFIKO
PLAY WITH WORDS

You try to get rid of all your cards
but one! How do you do this?
You play one card for a term/
item that has been named by
another player if you believe
that the description on your
card fits the item or that you
can convince others that it fits.
One player takes on the role of
orator and names an item. Each
player who believes that he

www.gamesjournal.at

holds a card that fits the item
can now try to play this card. To
achieve this you must hit the bell
as quickly as you can. If you are
first to do so you read out the
description on the card of your
choice, for instance “is heavier
than 3 tons” or “needs electricity” or “contains wood”. When
all other players agree that this
description fits the item you can

PLAYED FOR YOU

collected exactly the mentioned
number of ingredients and calls
a halt. All other players can collect any number of ingredients.
Then you take the cubes from
the baskets and place correct ingredients on the leftmost recipe
card. If you have ingredients left
over you can start on a new card.
Incorrect ingredients go back
into the forest and you must put
back the same number of correct
ingredient as well. If you did not
collect enough ingredients you
out back a correct ingredient for
each missing one. If you completed all three potions you win.
Should each player have used all
his number tiles, you win with
most finished potions. If there is
a tie you win if you have the most
ingredients on the incomplete
recipe card.
This magic forest is enticing due
to the pretty topic as well as the
fantastic components and the
mechanism, which goes well
with the story; there is a surprising amount of tactic in how you
use the number tiles. 

INFORMATION

now discard your card and take
up the role of orator to name a
new item. But if only one player
disagrees with your description
he can demand a vote: If the
majority of players votes against
your description you must discard this card and draw two new
ones. When the majority agrees
with your description the player
who demanded the vote must
draw two penalty cards. Now
the player who was second in
hitting the bell can put forward
his choice of description for the
item. If no description at all has
been put forward for the item
the narrator discards one of his
cards and names a new item. A
game of Kalifiko comprises three
rounds – the first player to be
left with only one card wins the
round and chooses one of the
five variants named in the rules
for the next round.
A witty and unusual definition
game, in as there are no given
item cards, it offers lots of opportunities for fun and discussion,
provided you speak French! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Huch! & friends 2013
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity, collecting
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Marvelous components
* Very nice combination
of mechanisms * Tactic in
using the number tiles
Compares to:
All collecting games using dexterity
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Alexis Gravy
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Repos Productions 12
www.rprod.com

EVALUATION
Language game
Users: With friends
Version: fr
Rules: fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Descriptions on the cards
use very simple vocabulary
* Nice to freshen up French
language * Only for fans
of word and association
games
Compares to:
Ein solches Ding
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u KLEINE GESPENSTERFREUNDE / KOLEJKA

KLEINE GESPENSTERFREUNDE
THROUGH THE WINDOW IN PAIRS

A party is scheduled for midnight in the old castle, but the
spiteful castle cats Hiss and
Scratch bar the passage for the
little ghosts who have found a
way to outsmart the cats – in
pairs they can enter the castle
through a window in the tower.
The ghost tiles show different
ghosts and different background
colors. All ghost tiles are laid out

3

face-down and, depending on
the number of players, you get
six, seven or eight fireflies which
you lay out face-down, too.
In the first round of the game
the ghost coat of arms shows
colors, so you need to look for
background colors. In your turn
you pick two ghost tiles and turn
them over; if both tiles show the
same background color, you

KOLEJKA

QUEUING FOR SHOPPING
In the setting of Poland in the
1980ties players try to shop for
goods and food named on their
their shopping list and need to
join the queues at the respective shops. One round of the
game represents one day and
comprises the phases of Queuing up, Merchandise delivery,
Queue jumping, Opening of the
stores, Exchanging merchandise
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at the outdoor market and PCT =
Administration.
For Queuing up you place one
of your markers in turn at the
end of the queue at one of the
shops or the market, until all
available markers are placed.
For Merchandise delivery three
cards from the Deliveries deck
are displaced open-faced and
goods from the delivery trucks

have found a pair, turn over one
of your fireflies to the illuminated
side and push the pair you found
through a window in the tower.
When you turn over ghosts with
a different background color or if
one of the cats appears you put
the tiles back face-down. When
only the cats are left and nobody
has turned over all his fireflies to
the illuminated side, you play another round. For this new round
you flip the coat of arms to the
ghost side and you need to look
for two identical ghosts in this
round. If you can turn over your
last firefly to the illuminated side,
you win instantly.
At first glance Kleine Gespensterfreunde is a simple memo game,
but the additional details turn it
into an enchanting little game
– the topic is cute and ideal for
children; that there really is a
window to let the ghosts pass
into the tower is an enchanting
feature that enhances the fun
in the game, as do the fireflies
whose illumination is the real
aim of the game. 

INFORMATION

are placed into the shops accordingly. The phase of Queue
jumping comprises three round
in which you play one card each
from your hand to manipulate
the queues or you pass and put
the remaining cards in hand on
your draw pile. When shops open
you take one good from the shop
for each marker in the queue, in
the order they are lined up and
while goods are available. Then
you can swap goods with goods
from the market if you have a
marker there or you can pass and
leave the marker at the market.
In the administration phase you
draw cards and take back markers, the board is prepared for the
next round. After five rounds
you play “Saturday” with special
actions. If you are first to collect
all goods named on your list, you
win!
Koleijka is a fantastic game, albeit
played in an oppressively realistic
setting, using worker placement
and lots of interaction, with certain humorous aspects; you need
clever card management, which
card to play or when to pass is a
deciding factor in the game! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

3-8

TIME:

15+

Designer: Jocelyne Ménager-Berthier
Artist: Martina Theisen
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2013
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very nice implementation
of the memo mechanism *
Pretty story * Nice variation
of the images
Compares to:
All kind of memo games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Karol Madaj
Artist: Baranowska, Malesińska
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Instytut Pamięci Narodowej 12
http://ipn.gov.pl/publikacje

EVALUATION
Contemporary historic simulation
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr jp pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Contemporary historical
background including a
report on actual events *
Mechanisms mirror the
topic perfectly * Cards in
Polish, sticker for other languages
included in each rule book
Compares to:
Worker Placement for mechanism,
unique topic
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

MAKING PROFIT: THE BOARDGAME / MEDIEVAL MASTERY t

MAKING PROFIT:
THE BOARDGAME
INVESTOR AND MANAGER

In Making Profit: The Boardgame
you are both investor and factory manager; as a manager you
must decide between profit and
development of your factory,
and - in case of development –
you decide between resources
and products. As an investor
you choose between factories
and buy shares of factories.
You start the game with a factory

8

building, two shares of your factory and two factory cards in
hand. In your turn you choose
two actions, even twice the
same, from buying one share,
selling one or several shares, develop a factory, run a factory or
selling resources. The price for a
factory share equals the development level of a factory, but is
minimum 2$, and if you buy a

MEDIEVAL MASTERY
RIVALRY FOR SUCCESSION
Rivalry for succession in the feudal system of medieval France:
All players have an identical
deck of conflict, support and
resource cards as well as different supportive artifact cards for
each player – crown, scepter
and orb. Ten dice of your color
are your armed forces, each pip
represents one knight. With your
deck of cards and your dice you

www.gamesjournal.at

conquer territories for a different amount of victory points on
a board made up differently for
each number of players. At the
start of your turn you place three
knights by adjusting the value of
a dice or placing a new one. Then
you place resources cards and
use crowns, if you want to, followed by relocating knights by
changing dice values between

factory share you draw one factory card. The selling price for a
share equals the factory development level, too, and after selling you discard one factory card
per share sold from your hand or,
if necessary, from your factory. To
develop your factory you play a
card next to the factory; if run the
factory the cards displayed next
to it yield money or resources.
At the end of the round in which
either one factory is developed
to Level Ten or nobody has developed a factory you win with
the biggest total from shares and
money.
The basic idea in Making Profit is
interesting, but the game promises more that it provides – you
have little choice in your actions,
because some are rarely feasible.
The best way to play is to exploit
your own factory, develop it,
run it and buy shares in it. Yet
the game is well geared to be
an introduction into the genre
of stocks and shares game for
profit, resources and investment
for families with some gaming
experience. 

INFORMATION

your fortress and controlled areas along connections, called
lines of supply, from your fortress
to the areas. For an advance you
place knights into areas you do
not control, adjacent to either
your fortress or areas under your
control. In the area(s) reached
you fight by comparing knight
presence, modified by area and
scepter abilities as well as conflict
and support cards. When the
winner is determined, each player can play a fracture card on an
orb of players involved; should
the orbs not be damaged their
abilities are then used. In case of
a successful conquest of an area
the area ability us used for the
conqueror and then you repair
artifacts. You win when you have
acquired 13 victory points from
conquered areasOn the decorative, but scant
board conflicts spring up soon,
you must conquer in order to
win and that can take quite some
time. You need to use your cards
very cleverly and use multiple
attacks to win an advantage. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-5

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Aigar Alaveer
Artist: Aigar Alaveer
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: 2D6 OÜ 2012
www.2d6.ee

EVALUATION
Economy, shares
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: ee en fi ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Estonian game * Straightforward, functional components * Rather simple game
mechanisms, depending
on card distribution * Not
all action can always be used
Compares to:
Other basic stock market games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Miles Ratcliffe
Artist: Miles Ratcliffe + Team
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Chaos Publishing 12
www.chaospublishing.com

EVALUATION
Conquest
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Nice design * Cards in
English, explained by
lots of symbols * Knight
represented by dice is a
cute idea * Encourages
long consideration of optimum use
of cards
Compares to:
All games on territorial conquest
Other editions:
Englische Ausgabe 2011
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u MEMO MATCH / MIA AND ME

MEMO MATCH
YELLOW PEAK, RED TUFT!
All members of a bird family
resemble each other, but if you
look closely you will find differences in tuft, peak, eyes and
feet – there are red tufts and
blue tufts, yellow peaks and red
peaks, thin green lids over black
eyes or broad red lids over blue
eyes and, finally, open feet or feet
closed around a branch.
16 bird cards show birds with

4

different combinations of those
characteristics, 16 memo tiles
show the individual characteristics, each characteristic is represented twice among the tiles.
The top bird card from the stack
is revealed: if it is your turn to
play you turn over a memo tile;
when the characteristic depicted
on the tile fits the corresponding
characteristic on the bird card

MIA AND ME
RETTET CENTOPIA!

And yet again the evil Munculus
Queen Panthea is threatening
the wonderful unicorns in the
Kingdom of Centopia. Mia and
her elven friends must take the
unicorns to safety as fast as they
can.
The markers for Mia, Mo and
Yuko start the game in the
middle of the board at the elven
castle; the Munculus and unicorn
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6
markers are placed on the board
according to detailed rules; at
the start of the game some Munculus markers are already next to
some of the unicorns. Panthea
catches a unicorn when four
Munculus markers are next to it.
You roll all available dice – each
die showing a Munculus symbol
is placed on the Panthea card, it
is out of the game until all four

you can turn up another tile, etc.
Should the characteristic on the
tile not fit the card or should you
turn up the same characteristic
for the second time, you must
turn over all tiles again and the
turn passes to the next player. If
you manage to turn up four tiles
fitting the respective characteristics on the card you get the
card und turn over all revealed
tiles again. You must put them
back into position, they cannot
be switched or removed. For the
next player’s turn a new bird card
is then revealed. Whoever collects three bird cards first, wins.
In a variant you not only turn
back over all revealed tiles if you
uncover a wrong or double characteristic, you also turn up a new
bird card for the next player.
A simple game and a simply nice
game! The birds are cute and
well-drawn, the characteristics
are easily distinguished and only
to two versions of each characteristics make it easy for small
children to spot the difference 

INFORMATION

dice are on the Panthea card.
Then you choose one action
from the remaining dice: A drop
of water gives you one drop from
stock; for pips you move a character marker accordingly. When
four dice are on the Panthea card
you pull one Munculus from a
corner and place it next to one
of the unicorns, adhering to detailed rules. To save a unicorn
you must – depending on the
number of Munculus markers
next to the unicorn – move one
or two character markers to the
unicorn and discard water drops
equal to the number of Munculus markers next to the unicorn.
Once in the game you can use
a character’s friendship ring to
take two water drops or to call
friends. When the last unicorn
has been saved, all have won together; when Panthea manages
to catch one unicorn all have lost
together.
This game is of course of special
interest for all friends of Mia, and
basically a very nice and pretty
cooperative game, which you
can only win by well-considered
use of dice results. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Brad Ross
Artist: Arthur Wagner
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2013
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de hu pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very pretty illustrations
* Cute memo version *
Very good training for
memory and pattern/detail
recognition
Compares to:
All other kinds of memo games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2013
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
cooperative, license topic
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Girl’s game based on the
license topic of „Mia and
me“ * Pretty components *
Cooperative mechanisms
nicely mixed * Optimum
moves need to carefully
Compares to:
Other games in the Mia and me
range, cooperative games
Other editions:
Currently none
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MOTTO TANTO CUORE / MUCCA PAZZA t

MOTTO TANTO CUORE
GARDENPARTY AND CHIEF MAIDS
Tanto Cuore is a card game featuring Manga style illustration
and is based on the mechanisms
of Dominion and other deck
building games. Playes are lords
of the manor who hire servants
for an optimal service crew, that
is, their optimum deck. Those
maids can get ill or develop bad
habits, but also earn you victory points. If you collect most

of them you win. 16 maids are
available, 10 are chosen for a
game, supplemented by decks
for the Head Maids Marianne
and Colette as well as decks representing Bad Habits and Sickness. You play cards from your
hand, use them and discard
them into your personal discard
pile, draw cards from your personal draw pile, buy cards, etc.

MUCCA PAZZA
SORTING COWPITERANIANS
Inmates from planet Cowpiter
want to visit Earth – unfortunately crazy cow Mucca Pazza
has pressed the Salto Mortale
button for teleportation and
now the bodies of all visitors
have been thoroughly mixed up.
Depending on the age level you
play with five or ten animals. In
case of playing with ten animals
you place all heads into the first

www.gamesjournal.at

4

row of the board; the second row
is randomly filled with all bodies,
and the third row, again in as
random a selection as possible,
with the legs of all animals. At
the start no two parts can fit together. Then you turn up ten out
of thirty stacked animal tiles and
put them on the landing stage of
the board; identical animals are d
staggered. In your turn you try to

Motto Tanto Cuore is not an expansion, but a variant of Tanto
Cuore on the topic of a big
garden party. The deck building mechanism in Tanto Cuore
is supplemented with a sort of
worker placement mechanism;
in each round you choose one of
the available Chief maids in order
to assistance with Food, Decoration and Cleaning. At the end of
the game cards in those categories, all in all called Preparation
cards, are scored and also some
of the maids themselves. If you
have the highest score you contributed most to the party. You
can play Motto Tanto Cuore as
a stand-alone game or combine
it with cards from other Tanto
Cuore Sets, for instance adding
10 maids of any kind for a general stack.
If you like Manga, deck building
and worker placement mechanisms you will have fun with
Tanto Cuore, but you will have
to get the card translations and
rules from the internet, the box
version is Japanese language
only. 

INFORMATION

assemble an animal on the landing stage. You use the outmost
left or right tile in a row to slide all
tiles in the row until the opposite
tile falls out. This tile is put into
the empty place at opposite side.
You can slide the same row several time, or different rows each
time, but only up to a maximum
of three slide moves per turn.
Should you discard one of three
wooden stars that you received
at the start, you can do one additional slide per star. When one
or more complete animals are on
the board at the end of your turn
you take the corresponding tiles
off the landing stage and replace
them with new tiles. When the
last animal tile has been placed
on the landing stage each player
has one more turn and you win
with most animals.
Enchanting graphics, simple
rules, cute animals and a bit of
planning, which animal could
be completed with three sliding moves – fantastic training
for spatial perception and a lot
of fun! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

13+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Masayuki Kudo
Artist: Tohru Adumi + Team
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Arclight 2012
http://japonbrand.gamers-jp.com

EVALUATION
Deck building
Users: With friends
Version: jp
Rules: jp + de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
English card texts and rules
available for download *
Recommended for owners
of Tanto Cuore * Variant,
not an expansion * Can be
expanded with cards from Tanto
Compares to:
Dominion and other deck building
games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4/6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Iris Rossbach
Artist: Iris Rossbach
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2013
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Sliding, planning
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very simple mechanism
* Planning is necessary *
Trains spatial thinking *
Pretty illustrations * Version
for 4 year olds
Compares to:
Das verrückte Labyrinth and other
sliding games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u NADA! / NORTHWEST PASSAGE ADVENTURE

NADA!

TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AND REACT!
There are 18 white and 18 orange dice in the game, each
showing six out of twelve different symbols. In each of the
three rounds of the game you
use six dice of each color. At the
start of round you roll those six
white and six orange dice; if you
are first to spot a symbol that is
visible on at least one white and
one orange die you name the

7

symbol and take all dice that
show this symbol. Then you take
all remaining dice and re-roll
them; whoever now first spots a
symbol that appears on both an
orange and a white die, names
it, takes all the dice showing the
symbol and re-rolls all remaining
dice, and so on until all dice are
taken. Should there be no identical symbols in the roll the player

NORTHWEST PASSAGE
ADVENTURE
CONNECTING ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC
The aim of the game is simple: To
be first to discover and complete
the Northwest Passage between
Atlantic and Pacific, from Canada
to the North Pole.
Depending on the number of
players you shuffle and arrange
the scenario tiles for the game
board, individual for each game.
Each player has a boat and
movement markers in his color
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and chooses one of two randomly assigned character cards.
In each turn you can spend four
action points for: Advancing,
taking back markers, drop iceberg and raid; furthermore you
can use one treasure card which
you acquire when you are first to
cross an empty terrain hex showing a treasure chest. Fresh Water
is a special action which you can

who spots this first and calls
NADA gets all remaining dice on
the table. If you make a mistake
you pass for the next roll. Should
two or more players call out the
same symbol at the same time or
call NADA simultaneously then
nobody takes dice and dice are
re-rolled. At the end of the round
all note the number of dice won
and after three rounds you win
with most points.
In variants you play with your
own personal stock of dice and
you win if if you collected most
dice when another player runs
out of dice; or you play with
all dice at once and you only
re-roll either the orange or the
white dice after dice have been
claimed by a player.
Pure dice fun – fast to play, with
simple rules – all you need to do
is look closely and react fast, but
take care not to mix up the cactus with the palm three or the
anchor with the cherries! Easy
to carry along, well-made entertainment for your holidays! 

INFORMATION

use if you are directly behind
the opponent you are raiding,
it gives you two action points
for additional advance, but then
your turn ends.
Terrain hexes that you pass
when advancing are marked in
your color, thus providing your
personal track; depending on
terrain - water, land, snow or
iceberg – they cost you 1-4 action points to cross; re-entering
terrain only costs 1 point, as well
as raiding opponent’s terrain, but
it takes 2 action points to enter
an opponent’s track. Character
cards yield permanent abilities
for your individual use. If you
manage to be first to leave spot
24 of the scenario you win.
There is a lot to do if you want
to achieve the passage; the
randomness of character card,
treasure cards and terrain can
produce some imbalance; but
the race is challenging and the
scarcity of action points provides
food for lot of thoughts, a mission action point at the wrong
moment can prevent your victory! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

7+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not stated
Artist: Blue Orange, Team Huch
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Huch! & friends 2013
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Dice, reaction
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fast game * Simple rules *
Easy to transport * Practical
storage in a bag
Compares to:
All reaction games
Other editions:
Blue Orange, France

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Arias, Romera, Encinas
Artist: José Pascual
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Gen X Games 2012
www.genxgames.es

EVALUATION
Race game, action points
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Plethora of possibilities
makes for cogitation periods * Each game is different
due to modular set-up
Compares to:
Race games with variable tracks and
action points for speed/events
Other editions:
Currently none
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ONE WORLD / PERGAMEMNON ANTEBELLUM t

ONE WORLD
TRAVELLINO KIDS

One World is a new series in the
range of games from Beleduc,
topic of the series are the differences and similarities of people
of different origin as well people,
animals and tourist attractions of
all six continents. Six One World
Kids, Mai-Lin, Finn, Ami, Peep,
Leila and Jamal, go on a trip
around the world together in
order to learn more about those

5
people, animals and tourist attractions all over the world.
Each player chooses a starting
continent, takes the corresponding continent card a set
of visitor’s gifts. You roll the die
and move your marker along
the board; your journey begins
and ends on the depot spot of
your chosen continent; when
you reach such a point on ano-

PERGAMEMNON ANTEBELLUM
MAKEDONIANS UND GERMANS JOIN THE
CONFLICT
Pergamemnon Antebellum
is the first expansion for Pergamemnon introducing two
new nations – now Rome, Egypt,
Carthage, Greece and Persia plus
Germans and Makedonians confront each other using special
abilities. You hold nation and
city cards of your nation and
army cards in your draw-pile, and
you start with three cards. A cha-
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risma card is placed underneath
the city card, at the start of value
1. Four creature cards per player
are shuffled and half of them are
turned up.
In your turn you hire a creature
or attack another player. Hiring
is paid for by charisma. In battle
you must parry the weapon with
the corresponding defense of at
least the same value; support

ther continent you discard one of
your visitor’s gift cards and take a
continent card instead. On a spot
“Travel Option“ you can take a
shortcut. On the spot„Continent“
children should be encouraged
to talk about the continent,
you can give information or ask
questions. On the spot “animal” a
player needs to imitate the noise
of a typical animal or describe it
or represent it in a pantomime.
If you have collected one card
from each continent you need
to reach your starting depot spot
with an exact roll of the die and
you win!
Using very simple rules, this
game relates information and
encourages curiosity and sympathy for different cultures and
their customs, for flora and fauna
of foreign continents. The continent cards are explained at the
back of the rules and can initiate
additional talk and information.
The game really gives off a bit of
trip-around-the-world feeling,
it provides cheerful information acquisition with its pretty
components.

INFORMATION

cards can be played, only the
last card played is actively supported. Depending on the outcome of the attack one of the nations involved becomes inactive,
one charisma card is acquired by
one of the nations. Should only
the nation of the active player
be active or all nations be inactive all nations are reactivated.
When there are fewer creature
cards then there are players or a
player cannot draw cards to hold
three, you win with most points
from your cards. A new feature
are Skill cards – the loser of an
attack can acquire any Skill card
of his choice, even from another
player, by paying the cost.
In this version that now accommodates up to seven players,
Pergamemnon retains its emphasis on combat - without an
enemy’s card you cannot hire
a creature - and the game can
get out of balance quickly due
to multiple disadvantages for a
loser - inactive city, which results
in -1 on all other cards and loss
of your turn, the game does not
tolerate mistakes! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-6

5+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Team Beleduc
Artist: Katrin Kerbusch
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Beleduc 2013
www.beleduc.de

EVALUATION
Roll & move
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Adaptation of „Kinder der
Welt“ * Well-made, attractive transfer of information
* Very pretty design and
components * Adult assistance recommended
Compares to:
Kinder der Welt and other collecting
games with a travel topic
Other editions:
Currently none, previously as “Kinder
der Welt”

PLAYERS:

2-7

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Bernd Eisenstein
Artist: Matthias Catrein
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Irongames 2012
www.irongames.de

EVALUATION
Deck building game
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
First expansion, for up to
seven players * Two new
nations * New card variety
Skill cards * Emphasis on attack, not always balanced
Compares to:
Other deck building and trading card
games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u ReACTION / ROAD RALLY USA

ReACTION
CATCH OR GET CAUGHT!
Rules are meant to be adhered
to, but it is also fun to catch others when they are violating rules.
Each player starts this game with
two rules cards, the remaining
cards are stacked face down. In
your turn you draw a card and
then choose one from the three
now in your hand and place it either on the corresponding spot
on the board or on the Nur-Du

= Only-You board in front of another player.
Akteur Cards determine to
whom the rule applies, Aktion
Cards name the rule; A Nur-Du
Card applies only to the respective player. Akteur and Aktion
cards are combined and are
placed next to each other; if you
add one card to the other you
read out both of them and thus

ROAD RALLY USA
SCORE AND WIN STAGES
You participate in a race over
21 stages and try to be in front
when a stage is completed, but
you only score when a stage is
triggered for scoring. The race
track is laid out and you place
checkpoint markers and stage
markers. The cars are placed at
the starting positions randomly,
then you choose a card and get
its display and a deck of cards,

28
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from which you draw five to start
the game. The stage cards are
shuffled and you are dealt four
stage cards which give you control over four of the 21 stages.
In a turn you play one or more
movement cards of the same
color, advance your card accordingly and draw 0-2 cards
depending on the color of cards
you played. When all cards have

activate them, one of those kind
of cards is never active without
the other. Additional cards of
those kinds are placed on top
of others already in place and
thus either change the actor or
the rule.
One valid combination could be:
“The youngest player” + “must
say after each utterance I do really mean that!”
When you catch another player
violating a rule you hit the buzzer and name the player and the
violation; if you are correct you
advance your marker two steps.
If you are caught violating a rule
or if you cannot state a violation
correctly you retreat one step.
When in doubt, the majority
of players decide if there was a
violation. Whoever reaches the
finish first, wins.
Turbulent, witty and not as easy
as it sounds, because you might
to have to remember three different rules when both stipulations of the Akteur cards apply
to you and if you have a Nur-Du
card, too. And then you need
to spot rule violations by other
players, too! 

INFORMATION

been moved you resolve all stage
markers that were reached this
round. If you reached a marker
and hold the card for this stage,
you can, but do not need to, trigger the scoring for this stage. If
the scoring is triggered all players score points or draw cards according to their positions in the
stage. You can also score points
for finishing a round on a checkpoint for for sitting on a stage
tile when the stage is triggered.
If nobody plays the respective
stage card a stage is not scored.
You can only use two of your
four stage cards, the other two
are discarded unrevealed.
Those stage scorings are the
core of the game, together with
the right balance of moving fast
against card supply because the
higher the card you play the fewer cards you draw – some tactic
in a simple race game, with lovingly chosen car images and a bit
of chance from cards and event
spots. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: not stated
Artist: Thomas Marutschke
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2013
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Party, communication
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very witty, felicitous idea
* Good rules * Nice party
game * Memory and concentration are needed
Compares to:
Other reaction games with behaviour
criteria, e.g. Erwischt!
Other editions:
Gotcha!, Buffalo Games

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Artist: David Cochard + Team
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Mayfair Games 2013
www.mayfairgames.com

EVALUATION
Car racing
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very detailed and
painstaking design and
components * Very good
mixture of luck and tactics
* Sophisticated mechanism
for optional stage scoring
Compares to:
All car race game with cards for speed
and stage scoring
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

SNAKE OIL / SPIEL DES WISSENS t

SNAKE OIL

SUCCESSFUL SALESMANSHIP
Despite being a real product that
was used in the 19th century by
Chinese workers for an embrocation, Snake Oil has – due to
faked, useless products – become a synonym for worthless
plunder and Snake Oil Salesman
a synonym for dishonest, fraudulent sales people.
The game features word cards
showing words like „Tofu“ or „Fu-

ture“ or „Remote“ or Wok“ and
also double-sided customer
cards with job descriptions like
Hitch Hiker of Hunter or Vampire
or Priest. Players in turn assume
the role of customer, draw one
customer card and choose one
of the jobs. The other players
hold six word cards each and
have about 30 seconds to create a product that could be of

SPIEL DES WISSENS
CLASSICAL JOURNEY TO GALAXIA
Within the series „Die Klassiker“
Spiel des Wissens has been republished in a revised edition.
In Spiel des Wissens GALAXIA
is the unknown planet which
players need to reach; to do this
they must move along the spiral
path and answer questions in order to be able to advance on the
path; you need a good stock of
general knowledge and also in-

www.gamesjournal.at
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formation on special topics; you
start your journey on Earth and
each of the double-sided cards
lists two easy and two difficult
questions on each side; at the
start of the game you determine
what player answers which kind
of questions.
Each special topic features 10
cards and is allocated to a planet: Mars – Fairy Tales and Stories;

interested to the current customer, using two of their cards. In
clockwise order each player has
a period of 30 second to pitch
his product to the customer; the
customer can stop a pitch that
takes longer than 30 seconds.
When the customer has heard
all offers he gives his customer
card to the player whose pitch/
product he thinks was best.
All players now discard the two
cards used in the pitch and fill
their hand up to six cards; the
player to the left of the customer becomes the new customer.
When all players have been customer one, you win with most
customer cards; in case of a tie
you play one more round with
only the players in the tie participating and the player with the
next-most cards being customer.
Witty, funny, challenging, a game
suited to people talking nineteen
to the dozen and for sales wizards – and playable despite being in English, many of the words
are generally known. Doesn’t’ a
remote gun sound interesting
for a gangster? 

INFORMATION

Jupiter – Heroes and Scoundrels;
Saturn – Cartoons and Television;
Uranus – games on words and
language; Neptun – animals and
Pluto – Sports and Games.
You roll a die and move and answer a question to advance; in
case of a wrong answer you either stay in place or move your
marker back two step. In your
turn you can roll, move and answer a maximum of three time
times. On the planetary spots
you answer questions from the
respective special topic and
receive a planet ring for your
marker if your answer is correct.
For a wrong answer you stay put
till you answer correctly. If you
are on Pluto and have acquired
its planetary ring you answer
questions on general knowledge
to advance one step per correct
answer towards Galaxia. Whoever reaches Galaxia first with
six planetary rings has won.
Spiel des Wissens is still an evergreen among quiz games, still
actual with a well-assembled
mix of questions, having to move
back really hurts! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

3-10

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: J. Ochs, P. H. Kaufman
Artist: Kovalic, Kaufman
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Out of the Box 2013
www.otb-games.com

EVALUATION
Words, creativity
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Rules on the side of the
box bottom * Can also be
played in German * Needs
creativity and imagination *
Lots of fun to play
Compares to:
Apple to Apple and other games
evaluating phrases or sentences
Other editions:
Snake Oil LLC

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not stated
Artist: not stated
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo 2012
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
Quiz game
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New edition as compact
edition * Ca. 900 questions
* Good mix of questions *
Questions in two levels of
difficulty
Compares to:
Earlier editions, and ll other kinds of
quiz and trivia games
Other editions:
Spiel des Wissens, edition with 2000
questions
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u STAR WARS THE CLONE WARS / SWORDFISH

STAR WARS
THE CLONE WARS
BLOCKADE VON RYLOTH
Planet Ryloth is suffering from
blockades and players are tasked
with destroying the enemy ships
in order to free the planet’s population.
Each player sets his Jedi Sternjäger on Square One of the
Score Track on the box edge.
The blockade tiles are shuffled
face down and ships are put into
their holders, set up and placed

6

at a minimum of one box length
distance from the board.
In your turn you first turn over
one blockade tile; the number on the tile determines the
number of ships participating
in the current blockade. One
of your fellow players places
this number of ships on spots
of the board, in any orientation
and position he likes; one of the

SWORDFISH
FISCH, SHIPS AND STORMS
You are the CEO at the helm of a
Fishing Company and rent fishing boats, hire crews and captains for your boats and sail your
ships out to the fishing grounds.
Fish you catch need to be taken
back to the harbor and sold.
In a fishing season lasting 15
turns you play six phases per
turn, always all players in turn
complete one Phase. 1) Acquisi-

30
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tion of Captain, Crew, Ship, Fuel
or Bait, paid with Victory Points.
2) Ship movement. 3) Weather,
ships can go adrift and even sink
in very bad weather. Should you
lose your last ship and have not
enough VP to buy a new one,
harbor insurance provides a
ship of value 4, complete with
captain and crew, in a harbor
of your choice. 4) Catching fish,

ships must always be the Droid
Control Ship. Then you as the
active player take the five star
chips and try to topple all ships
by throwing chips at them, with
a maximum of five throws. If
you manage to topple all with
less than five throws your turn
ends with the last toppled ship.
If you toppled the Droid Control
Ship you score two points and
you score one point for each
other ship you toppled; one extra point is scored for each star
chip you have left over. You move
your Jedi Sternjäger forward accordingly along the box edge. If
your Sternjäger reaches a score
of 20 you win at the end of this
round if you have most points.
In a variant you must topple the
Droid Ship with a certain kind of
chip and score penalty points for
ships you did not topple; in another version there are no given
spots for the ships, you can put
them anywhere.
A simple game with a standard
mechanism, nicely and very-well
fittingly connected to the Star
Wars story. 

INFORMATION

aiming for swordfish or bait. Bait
is fished for free; swordfish you
fish with bait; for one bait each
you can try to fish three times per
round, that is, pull a valuable fish
from the bag in the buoy color.
Fishing at Flemish Cap is highly
remunerative, but dangerous! 5)
Selling fish in harbor, giving back
ships and moving crew and captain to other harbors. 6) End of
round and new order of play.
At the end of round 15 there is
a final movement and selling
phase; then each marker for
Flemish Cap is worth 4 VP and
you win with the highest total
of VPs.
Swordfish offers a very realistic
simulation; as in real fishing the
high seas in this game weather,
random drawing of fish as well as
varying costs and selling prices
in harbors introduce a massive
element of chance which can be
mitigated by careful choice of
ships and trying different strategies, like blocking opponents.
Careful use of victory points for
ships and fuel is essential! 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

6+

TIME:

!5+

Designer: not stated
Artist: Bluguy
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2013
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Thema und Mechanismus
passen gut zusammen *
Simpler Mechanismus *
Zwei Varianten
Compares to:
All dexterity game with targeting
throws
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

14+

TIME:

75+

Designer: P. Frumusa, D. Rizza
Artist: Giorgio di Michele
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Ghenos Games 2012
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Collecting, placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Long phases of relative
inactivity * Massively imbalanced * Highly interesting
topic * Topic very well
simulated
Compares to:
Upon a Salty Ocean
Other editions:
Swordfish, Elfinwerks

www.gamesjournal.at

TABOOS / TALISMAN 4. EDITION t

TABOOS

SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT CARD GAMES
A wide variety of taboos provide
the topics for a game of “Happy
Families” or “Trumps” and 16
cards Taboo Talk are provided
to initiate interesting discussion.
32 cards for “Happy Families”
come in the groups of Mortal Sin,
Folk Lore, Evil, Gossip, Isms, Lifestyle and Sexual Greed; each of
the cards features values for Period of Origin, Conflict Potential,

16

Intensity of Silence, Tolerance
Factor and Google Hits.
To play the Trumps game one
player names the topic of his
top card, for instance Vegetarian, and then one of the value
categories plus the value itself,
for instance Tolerance Factor 9.
The other players name topic
and the corresponding value on
their card, for instance Tolerance

TALISMAN 4. EDITION
DER BLUTMOND

Blutmond is another expansion
for Talisman Die Magische Suche
4. Edition:
Each player guides a character
with a basic equipment of talent, luck and money; this basic
equipment can be enhanced
during the game. These characteristics, too, and the event cards
and the reactions of the character to the event card determine

www.gamesjournal.at

the flow of the game.
The Blood Moon / Der Blutmond
introduces new characters and
character cards, adventurer
cards and magic cards; new characters are Untergangsprophet,
Grabräuber and Vampirjägerin,
Werwolf is a non-player character with a rules card; he is moved
by the current active player by
roll of a die; player characters

PLAYED FOR YOU

Factor 7. Whoever names the
highest value takes all cards of
this round. When all cards have
been played you win with most
cards. “Happy Families” is played
with all 32 cards; one player asks
another player for a card that he
needs; if he gets it, he can ask
again; if he does not get the card
the player who was asked for the
card can now ask for a card. Whoever collects most quartets, wins.
The 16 Talk cards can be used for
several games of communication and assessment; for instance
you need to answer a question
on one of the Quartet groups
with exactly three independent
sentences; or all players guess
the number value for a topic, for
instance the Tolerance Factor of
Racism.
As he did already in Paartie, Franz
Scholles in this game, too, picks
up topics that are usually not
used in games, and as always the
games are meant more for initiation of talks and discussions; the
combination of several mechanisms is ideally suited for this
purpose. 

INFORMATION

can turn into werewolves due to
encounters with the Werewolf
or due to adventure cards in the
expansion; they take a werewolf card, its directions are only
implemented at night; but the
character is always considered
to be a werewolf. The time card /
Zeitkarte determines time of the
day and thus changes for attack
values and other characteristics.
Zeitkarte is always turned over
before a character draws event
cards; should such a card determine a certain time of day and
this is already the current time
of the day the Zeitkarte is not
turned over. The new characters
can, but need not be used; only
Werewolf including all cards and
his miniature and Zeitkarte must
be used. The Alternate Game End
cards can be used, face-up or
face-down, whatever you prefer.
One more fantastic chapter in
the never-ending saga of Talisman, it is fascinating to see how
the story evolves, the Werewolf
aspect is especially interesting
news with some far-reaching
consequences. 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

16+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Franz Scholles
Artist: Justo G. Pulido
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Aktuell-Spiele-Verlag 12
www.aktuell-spiele-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Card game selection
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Unusual topics * Standard
mechanisms * More incentive for discussions than
intense game-play
Compares to:
Paartie
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

13+

TIME:

90+

Designer: John Goodenough
Artist: Springer, Horsley, Beck
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2011
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy, adventure
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New feature Zeitkarte
* New characters and
Werwolf; characters can
change into a Werewolf
* Can be combined with
other expansions
Compares to:
All editions and expansions of Talisman, other fantasy adventure games
Other editions:
FFG, Giochi Uniti, Edge Entertainment, Galakta
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u TIPTOI / TOP 5 RUMMY

TIPTOI

DIE MONSTERSTARKE MUSIKSCHULE
All the monsters in the land want
to participate in the big music
competition and need to prove
their abilities in practice sessions.
Each monster can assist with mastering one instrument. First, each
player chooses one of the bands;
director Krokus, embodied by the
tiptoi pen, calls the bands separately and one after the other into
one of the rooms where tasks and

4

games are waiting. The core of the
game is the big note staircase,
each step is assigned one color,
one room and one
note. You always here first the
note for the step on the staircase where Krokus stands, and
then the note of the step related
to the room where you need to
solve the task.
Rooms are: Instrumentenwerk-

TOP 5 RUMMY
THE GAME TAKING A TURN!
You collect and play number
cards to complete tasks displayed on task boards as quickly
as you can. At the start of the
game each player is dealt five
cards from the face-down stack
and seven cards are placed on
the places on the card wheel.
Each player is given five markers
in his a color, a certain number
of chips for a starting capital and

32
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seven of nine task boards are laid
out.
For each card on the wheel a
price is indicated. In your turn
you buy or sell cards or complete
a task. When you sell a card you
put it on a free spot on the wheel
or on a place where there is one
card maximum and you are paid
the indicated price for the card
in chips. When you buy a card,

statt for sound and information
on instruments; Klassiksalon with
music samples and questions on
their sounds; Gesangsraum for
recognizing melodies and singing
them; Tonstudio on recognizing
different notes, repeating notes
and melodies and free play on the
xylophone; Rhythmusraum about
repeating of rhythmic sequences,
hitting drums in order according
to the „I put into my suitcase“
mechanism and also free rhythm
soloes. And, finally, there is
Geräusche-Raum, you must recognizes sounds and noises, which
are played individually or at the
same time or identify noises that
do not fit with a group of other
noises. When all bands have visited all rooms of the school Krokus
calls the bands onto the stage
and they receive their accolades
according to their performance.
As all games of the series Die
monsterstarke Musikschule, too, is
a fantastic source for information
and the acquisition of additional
abilities and offers a felicitous
introduction into the world of
sounds, rhythms and melodies. 

INFORMATION

you choose one spot on the
wheel and buy all cards in that
spot paying the indicated price
once! Then you turn the wheel
by one position, thereby changing prices for each card - and –
should there be three adjacent
empty spots on the wheel – refill
those spots from the draw pile.
Then you choose one of the free
marker spots on the task board
and place one of your markers
there; is it a bonus space you are
paid the bonus; if you are forced
to fill penalty spot you can only
complete the task if you can pay
the penalty. On each task board
only one marker per player is allowed.
If you are the first placer that can
place the last of his markers onto
a task board you win the game.
Very nice! The game offers exactly the right mixture of tactic and
chance; if you can afford it you
should maybe pay the penalty
for a task to get rid of a marker,
which can decide the game in
the end. Best family entertainment with a well-done mixture
of mechanisms. 

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

4-7

TIME:

30+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: J. Krause, V. Bolze
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2013
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Education, electronics
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Tiptoi pen not included *
Felicitous mixture of active
and passive information
* Encourages children to
make music
Compares to:
Other edition of tiptoi, toystick Meine
erste Musikschule
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Artist: Schwarzschild + Team
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2013
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Card collecting for sets
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive design *
Familiar, standard mechanisms, nicely adapted *
Good mixture of chance
and tactic
Compares to:
Some mechanics from Rummy, other
set collecting games with cards
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

ULURU / WILD FUN WEST t

ULURU

DREAMBIRDS FOR BEGINNERS
At night Australian animals turn
into dream birds and fly around
the Sacred Mountain of Uluru.
But they have special wishes
as regards to where and next
to which other bird they want
to land. If players cannot fulfill
those wishes they score negative points. Based on this very
beautiful logic game there is
now a smaller edition, a so-called

8

take-me-along game, which has
also been somewhat reduced in
difficulty levels. You can use as
a teaching game for Uluru itself
and also use the cards as an expansion for Uluru.
In this version each player has an
Uluru card with six positions and
one chip in each bird color. Then
six cards, one per bird color, are
laid out and you place one wish

WILD FUN WEST
PROSPECOR BANS PREACHER MAN!
Players build a Wild West town
together but each tries to follow his own personal and secret
targets. The stacks for Objective
cards, Character Cards, Profession
Cards and and Building cards are
prepared according to the rules;
you start with a character card
and an objective card from the
set for the respective number of
players.

www.gamesjournal.at

In each round you bid for professions; they are revealed one by
one and depending on the marking they are auctioned by open
or closed bid; profession cards
yield income and/or abilities. IN
order to activate a profession you
pay $ and display the card; you
can have two active professions.
Then three buildings are turned
up and you place money on

PLAYED FOR YOU

card beneath each bird card. This
wish card shows in which relation to another the bird pictured
on the bird card wants to sit (if
on the card ´beneath the blue
bird the green bird sits opposite
the colorless bird this means
that the green bird wants to sit
opposite the blue bird). No all
try to place their chips on their
position card accordingly, a wish
card of the same color as the bird
above is fulfilled automatically.
If you are done, you announce
“Uluru”. The last has the duration
of a 10-0 count time to place his
chips and automatically scores -1
before scoring begins. Then all
cards are scored; each chip not
correctly placed scores -1. After
six rounds, the player with the
fewest points wins.
In this simplified version Uluru is
still an ideal training for logical
thinking and if you copy your
neighbor you will only copy his
mistakes! Cards can contradict
each other and a solution for all
birds is not always possible. 

INFORMATION

them for a bid. The building with
most money is built, the others
are discarded. Buildings cannot
be removed again, contrary to
professions. In Phase III of a round
you get income from character
cards and profession cards, depending on their markings you
or your left neighbor gets money.
When four out of six buildings
listed on your Objective card are
built in the town – there will be
overlapping with cards of other
players – you win; in case of tie
for the number of buildings you
win with most money.
Sounds rather dry, but is witty,
funny and turbulent; it plays
best with the full complement
of players, a game of four is more
of a tactical game. The fun results
from the interactions of professions and the special abilities
of characters. When the Bank is
built, Billy the Kid gets money?
Do I want that? DO I need the
bank? Damn, the station manager bans my blacksmith, I have
to take him back in hand! And
now Wild Bill Hickok grabs the
Marshal! Ha, I play the Cowboy,
he bans the Marshal! 

INFORMATION

WIN The Games Journal now also available as eBook!
For all information on that check our website.

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Lauge Luchau
Artist: Harald Lieske, SenSit
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2013
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Logical placement
game
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Take-along-sized edition
* Introductory edition for
Uluru * Less difficult cards
* Cards can be used as
expansion for Uluru
Compares to:
Uluru, other placement games
demanding logical arrangement
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Novac, Kopera, Sladariu
Artist: A. Kopera, D. Prieto
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: NSKN 2012
www.nskn.net

EVALUATION
Wild West, Card. Auction
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Imbalanced, but witty and
plays nicely * Very funny
compared to other auction
games * Basically card
comparison plus an auction mechanism
Compares to:
All Wild West games for topic, reminds me a bit of Dice Town despite
lacking dice; otherwise all card games
with card interaction
Other editions:
Currently none
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NEW ARRIVALS

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON NEWCOMERS

COSMO

Publisher: Huch! & friends
Designer: Lizenz INTEX

DAS KLEINE GRILLQUIZ

6

One ball shows 12 holes in symmetrical arrangement, eleven
of those holes are surrounded by a ring in one of eleven
different colors. To start the game you push the marbles
into the ball, that is, shuffle or rearrange them, and then you
must push and slide the marbles to get them back into the
holes showing the ring of their color. There is always only one
empty hole that you can use for a temporary storage spot.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Logic game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

DAS POLITIKER DOPPELKOPF

10

100 questions on spiral-bound pages in spiral binding, on
the topic of barbecue, designed to go with the game „Feuer
& Flamme“, which also features a barbecue topic; a quiz for
in-between and to make your mouth water before you start
your barbecue – there are questions on meat and vegetables,
marinades, salads and ingredients and much more. On each
sheet of the block there are two questions and four possible
answers to each question, the correct answer together with
extensive explanations can be found on the back of the
sheet.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Publisher: Amigo Spiele

ROSENKÖNIG

3

Publisher: Kosmos
Designer: Dirk Henn

8

General parliamentary elections in Germany, which are of
course posing some questions - Who holds the best cards?
Who can trick the opponent? Who can trump others? With
this special deck of cards you might not be able to answer
those questions, but you can smile at the nice caricature
images; the politicians have been assigned to card values
with a twinkle - Queens are Merkel, Künast, Wowereit und
Westerwelle, Steinbrück, Brüderle, Seehofer and Trittin are
Kings to Wolfgang Schäuble or Philipp Rösler as Jacks.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Quiz with a special topic, for 1 or more players, ages 10+

RITTER ROST MEMO
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Publisher: Huch! & friends
Designer: Team Huch! & friends

Card game for 4 or more players, ages 8+

TICKET TO RIDE HALLOWEEN FREIGHTER

10

Publisher: Days of Wonder
Designer: Alan R. Moon

8

The well-known mechanisms for memo games are here applied
with 54 cards = 27 pairs Riiter Rost, the paperclip-breakfasting
knight known from books with music CDs and films. You play
according to standard rules: In your turn you reveal two tiles. IF
you have found a pair, you keep it and can turn up another pair
of cards. If you have turned up different images, you turn both
tiles over again and the turn passes to the next player. When all
pairs have been found and taken you win with most pairs. One
sheet for playing “Sink Scrap”, aka Battleship, is included, with
download information for more.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The White Rose of York versus the Red Rose of Lancaster, fighting
for the Crown of England. You play a power card, move the crown
accordingly and place your power marker on the target square to
form connected areas. Or you draw a card up to the limit of five
cards, or you play a warrior card together with a power card. These
warrior cards allow you to turn over power markers to your colour
four times during the game. You must make a move. If you cannot
do any of the three actions, you lose your turn! The player with the
highest score from his areas wins when all markers of one player
are placed. New edition 2012, Series Klassiker für Zwei.
Version: de * Rules: de fr nl * In-game text: np

28 years after the winning bet of Phileas Fogg five friends make new
bets with a stake of 1 million Dollars to visit as many North American cities as possible within 7 days. In the game the million Dollar
and the seven days of the background story are missing, the player
with the highest score wins. Points are scored for tracks between cities, an uninterrupted track between cities on one’s destination cards
and the longest uninterrupted track. In his move a player can take
car cards, use a section of track by placing cars on the track or draw
three new destination cards. This expansions features 45 Punkin
trains and 3 Halloween Station for use with any edition of Zug um
Zug / Ticket to Ride Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 10+

Components expansion for Ticket to Ride for 2-5 playes, ages 8+

TIERISCH RABATZ!
Publisher: Haba
Designer: Thilo Hutzler

WARHAMMER INVASION ENDLOSER KRIEG

4

Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag
Designer: Eric W. Lang

ZOOLORETTO GOODIE-BOX
Publisher: Abacusspiele
Designer: Michael Schacht

8

30 animal tiles show ten animals – horse, cow, donkey, dog, cat,
pig, rooster, chick, sheep and duck; you take any one hiding
place and draw an animal from the face-down pile in the middle,
look at it and put it underneath your hiding place. You as active
player = Farmer Bert ask „Where are my animals?“ All players call
out the sound of their animal; now you roll the die and name the
animal under this hiding place. If you roll your own hiding place
or one not in play you can choose one. If you guess correctly you
and the imitating player get an animal, all others go back into
the pile. If you are first to collect five animals you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

DIE HORDEN DES RUINS
The Core Set holds four pre-constructed card decks for Empire
and Dwarves against Orks and Chaos. With Battle Pack cards
you can adapt Core Decks to your preferences and strategies.
The card types in the game are Unit, Tactics, Quest, Support und
Draft. Aim of the game is to set fire to two out of three regions of
the opposing capital. The Cycle Endloser Krieg/Eternal War is
the 6th Battle Pack cycle. Die Tage des Blutes / Days of Blood is
the 5th pack in the cycle with cards 81-100.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Zooloretto, Spiel des Jahres 2007, is a game on animals in a
zoo, compounds, visitors and zoo upgrades. Many expansions
have been published for this game, most of them free goodies; this box is meant to be a storage facility for all of them
and comprises new expansions, among them two for the
sister game of Aquaretto:
Zooloretto Eingewöhnungsbereich, Zooloretto Streichelzoo
and Zooloretto Das Sparbuch.
For Aquaretto there are Aquaretto Die Erlebnisbahn and
Aquaretto Drei Mitarbeitertafeln.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Memo and listening game for 3-6 players, ages 4+

Battle Pack for Warhammer Invasion, for 2 players, ages 13+

Expansions for Zooloretto, for 2-5 players, ages 8+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

HIGHLIGHTS AMONG GAMES t

RECOMMENDATION #94

HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

LA CITTÀ
AMONG ITALIAN PRINCES
Dear reader! According to information in
the designer’s biography the mechanical
Engineer Gerd Fenchel did work more than
five years at this game. No lost time at all,
when you look at the final product. This
heavy weight from the “Spiele Galerie”
series from Kosmos impresses by an immense amount of components, among
them tiny, yet clearly distinguishable men
and women. In this the publisher has very
generously implemented ideas by the designer. The landscape that you spread out
on your table is visually immensely impressive, especially due to the steady stream of
townsmen and townswomen as well as the
colorful building tiles for palazzi, convent
schools, university and many more. This is
nicely supplemented by the fun in considering what should be placed where and
when. One more reason for my readers to
wend their ways into the Austrian Games
Museum at Leopoldsdorf im Marchfeld.
Website: www.spielen.at
Each individual game will gleam afresh
in the light of an observer’s lamp, because the Italian landscapes are manifold and changeable, but yet the aim is
always the same: Players in the guise of
Italian princes must try to settle as many
townsmen and townswomen in their cities as possible and to avoid migration of
those citizens into more enticing regions
by providing necessary achievements

FROM THE MUSEUM

like culture, education and health. Each
prince starts the game with two castellos
and a certain number of townsmen and
townswomen, according to the number
of players. In six rounds permanently
new citizens will enter the prosperous
town, albeit with the restriction that they
can be fed and kept in town with attractive offers there. Magnificent buildings
can be erected due to political decisions,
whose quality in turn is determined by
popular vote. And this vote, to a certain
extent, will always remain incalculable,
as men in Italian Realms are fickle and
opportunistic, too. Migration sometimes
in unavoidable, but should ideally be balanced by corresponding immigrants.
Which leaves us with the vexatious problem of nourishment: Many citizens need
much food, and this is permanently scarce in the universe of La Città. Conclusion:
Live and goings-on in La Città very pictorially tell the sage of Renaissance migration on the permanent search for a better
live. But usually the decisions demanded
from the princes, that is, players, are not
easy, even then when you have emulated the copious rules. There are always a
thousand things you want to do and yet
the scarce actions keep you on a tight
reign. La Città presents a challenge, with
joy at the end of your efforts, with lots of
dynamics during all five political rounds.
What is the translation of the Latin quote

Designer: Gerd Fenchel
Artist: Studio Krüger
Price: only second hand
Year: 2000
Publisher: Kosmos
www.kosmos.de

PLAYERS:

2-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

100+



+
Competence

Info

Chance

La Città provides a tight-rope walk between
short-term and long-term decisions. Without a
tactical-strategic approach you will not achieve
much, and also not without a certain amount of
luck. A wonderful balance with a guarantee for
an enjoyable game!
Hugos EXPERT TIP
For you first game, please keep to the set-up suggested in the rules; the flow of the game is vastly
improved by this. Also a lot of help are the strategic tips from the designer, as there are: Keep an
eye on food, build quarries early, ensure your access to water and, finally, don’t forget to acquire
the bonuses for three achievements.
Hugos FLASHLIGHT
At first glance, La Città comes across as more
complex than it plays in the end, especially if you
restrict yourself to two to three players. With that
number of players moves remain easy to plan,
and down-time within a tolerable length. Fun is
a high priority, again according to “The Master
was richly rewarded and honored!”
PREVIEW:

SCHNAPSEN
WIENER BLUT

on the start player symbol? „The Master
was richly rewarded and honored!“
Comments to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at 
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Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
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